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EIFFEL TOWER

The huge Eiffel Tower, visible at a distance of many miles from Paris, in which city it stands, has become
a popular symbol of the French republic. We wonder if any of the delegates to the Peace Conference, now convening in the Luxembourg Palace, almost within the shadow of the Eiffel Tower, will look upon it, pointing
heavenward, as a symbol of the Cosmic motives which should guide them in their deliberations.
(AMORC Photo)

The Mechanism of Mind
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to thinkwhyyou
dothe
thingsyoudo?Haveyouoften
- when
alone - censuredyourselfforimpulsiveurges,
for things said or done that did not truly repre
sent your real thoughts, and which placed you at
adisadvantage?Mostpersonsarecreatures
of
sensation-they react to instinctive, impelling in,
fluenceswhichsurgeupwithinthem
and which
they do not understand-or know how to control.
Justassimplelivingthingsinvoluntarilywith,
drawfromirritations,
so likewisethousands of
men and women are content to bemotivatedby
their undirected thoughts which haphazardly rise
up intheirconsciousness.Todayyoumustsell
yourself to others-bring forth your best abilities,
manifest your personality, if you wish
to hold a

A c c e p t This

position,makefriends,orimpressotherswith
yourcapabilities.Youmustlearnhow
to draw
upon your latent talents and powers, not be bent
like a reed in the wind. There are simple, natural
lawsandprincipleswhich - ifyouunderstand
them-make allthispossible.
For centuries the Rosicrucians (not a religious organiza,
tion), aworld*widemovementofmenandwomen
de,
voted to the study of life and its hidden processes, have
shown thousands how to probethesemysteriesofself.
RenownedphilosophersandscientistshavebeenRosicrucians-todaymen
and women in everywalk of life
owe their confidence andability to solveersonalprob,
lems to the Rosicrucian private, sensibye method of
selfedevelopment. Use the coupon below for acopy of
the book, The MasteryofLife,which
will be sent to
you withoutobligation,andwilltellyou
of the Rosi,
crucians and whattheycan do for you.

FREE Book
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MISSION TO EUROPE

This article begins a series by the Imperator, constituting a report on the current
status of the Rosicrucian Order and the Esoteric Societies in Europe. Having just returned from an air journey toseveral of the principal countries in Europe, Imperator
Ralph M. Lewiswillcomment
on the prevailing economic and politicalconditions
observations
his
and experiences.
"EDITOR
there-the results of

PART ONE
blur of lights that was
New York City had vanished. We withdrewour
gaze from the outside
darkness to theinterior
of theairliner.
Psychologically anattitude of
quiescence had been created by the switching-off
of the harsh center-aisle lights. The
soft indirect and individual ;eat lights
gave each of our fellow-passengers the
appearance of aportrait. Their heads
and shoulders onlywereilluminated,
the rest of their bodies merging with
the surrounding deep shadows.
Approximately seventeen hours ahead
was Paris! Transoceanic air travel was
new, still in its embryonic stage, and
yet its public acceptance wasobvious.
These passengers were not the swashbuckling, devil-may-care type of adventurers. They were a cross-section of
people which you might find waiting
for the five-fifteen atany
suburban
railroad depot: a mother with a
child,
busily preparing it for sleep; a Catholic
priest in an animated conversation;
across from him anaged rabbi, in orthodox rabbinicalattire,
engrossed in a
The
Hebrew newspaper. What might be a
Rosicrucian young business or professional man was
scanning papers in an open briefcase
Digest
lying upon his lap. T o me the calm of
October
these people symbolized our age-a resigned dependence upon scientific and
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mechanical devices. One could not help
but admire the inherentcourage of these
persons. Certainly each knew that his
life for the next few hours depended
upon thefaultlessfunctioning
of the
four rhythmically dronin engines. Yet
these people had confifence inthe
physicists, researchers, and aeronautical
engineers who devised this equipment.
By their patronage they showed their
desire to advance our times. Unfortunately, this same courage and simple confidence of the people intheir governments and political leaders is frequently
exploited and abused.
Our own purposes and obligations
now occupied my thoughts. We-Mrs.
Lewis and I -were on a mission to
Europe. We represented not a political
ideology, not atrade alliance, but rather a way of living. We were empowered by the Supreme Grand Lodge of
AMORC of the Jurisdiction of North
and South America to extend fraternal
supportto
the Rosicrucian Order in
Europe. It was our solemn duty to assist, with the means at our disposal, in
the revival of the Rosicrucian teachings
in Europewherever
conditions were
favorable to their re-establishment. We
had no illusions as to these duties. We
were not to instil the spirit of humanitarianism and the love of knowledge in
the hearts and minds of those with
whom wewere to meet. Their fervor
to stem bigotry and ignorance and to

raise theconsciousness of the individual
had not been obliterated by the horrors
of the recent war. The war had only
forced it undergroundwhere
it continued as a fast-moving and deep river
of emotions. The spirit of the Rosicrucians in Europe, we knew from correspondence, had never been higher. The
sacrifices they endured had only made
them more conscious of the need for
humanity to have a fuller understanding of life and self.
The race now, each felt, was against
time-the
winneror loser to be humanity at large. Atheism, anarchy, and
despairwere
competing with moral
idealism and humanitarianism for the
enlistment of the multitudes. By the
former, humanity could only experience annihilation; by thelatter,that
refinement which we call true civilization could beattained.
Thematerial
vehicle, the resources by which the
teachings, which are the heritage of the
Rosicrucian Order, AMORC, could be
disseminated, had been mainly destroyed inthe
countries of Europe.
Books, manuscripts, monographs, as
well as the equipment for reproducing
and issuing them, had been confiscated;
andin Europe funds forpurchasing
more werenot available. Members of
the American Rosicrucian jurisdiction
had generously donated-and are still
doing so-funds to aid in acquiring such
needed materials. Even before the close
of World War 11, appeals by means of
the underground had reached the Imperator of the AMORC in America, imploring him to come to Europe, as soon
as conditions permitted, to confer with
the officersof the Order there, with regard to these matters.

a few decades ago, that clandestine

movements were exploiting the sacred
symbols and doctrines of these true esoteric orders. Falsemeaningswere
beingattributed to the liturgies and to
the principles which these clandestine
bodies had plagiarized. Seekers for mystical and hermetic truths werebeing
misled and confounded by the misrepresentations. This was not only unfortunateforthe
individual, but it was
also injurious to the time-honored integrity of the esoteric bodies.
The first in our times to attempt the
formation of a protective federation of
the esoteric societies was the celebrated
mystic and philosopher known by the
symbolic name of Papus. His was not
aperfunctory effort but the operation
of his plan was interferedwithby
World War I, in which the esoteric orders were engulfed. Finally, after considerable preliminary work, a fully successful F.U.D.O.S.I. conclave was held
at Brussels, Belgium, in 1934. Thirteen
of the principal esoteric societies met
and solemnly subscribed to its ideals.
AMORC was the only Order in America to be admitted. Other lesser but similarly worthy bodies dedicated to the advancement of mankind were petitioners
for membership. Since 1934 and until
the catastrophe of the recent war, the
F.U.D.O.S.I. has held periodic conclaves
in Brussels. Once again, however, war,
the antipodal effect of man’s constructive efforts, disrupted its activities. This
year, on July 21 to 23, was to be the
resumption of the functions of the F.U.
D.O.S.I.! It would be the first conclave
to be held in seven years, seven long
years of privation and of suffering.
We knew that our journey would
bring
us in contact with many influThe S a c r e d H e r i t a g e
ential people. These people would not
There werestillother
reasons why only be eminent in esoteric circles, but
we werewinging our way across the in business, professional, and political
Atlantic. AMORC throughout the world lifeas well. Their remarks, opinions,
is a member of the F.U.D.O.S.I. These conclusions, and statements of fact
initials represent the words, Federation would constitute an excellent and, as
Universelles des Ordreset Societes Initi- a whole, impartialsurvey of the soatiques. It is a federation composed of cial, economic, and political conditions
the authentic arcane esoteric orders of prevailing in Europetoday. I wasdethe world. Each of its member-orders termined that, as much as I could withhas established by documentation the out any violation of confidence, I would
fact that its archives contain venerable divulge these facts, experiences, and
arcana -a heritage of arcane esoteric opinions tothe members of AMORC
teachings and liturgies. It was apparent, and the readers of our Rosicrucian Dic 325 1

It was night again when we roared
gest. If peace is to come through understanding, let us face realities and learn upward from the Shannon Field in the
thereby. Ours, too, was a unique posi- same four-engine plane. It would be a
short
flight
in time,
tion. We would not be afraid to com- comparatively
ment on our experiences and observa- though it meant crossing the Irish Sea,
tions. We had no political nor economic the tip of Southern England, the Chancommitments. We would notbe ob- nel,
and
picturesque
Normandy to
ligedto“soft
pedal” certainremarks
Paris. A slight lurch awakened us. We
because theymight“hurt
publication were banking in preparation for a landcirculation” or because they might of- ing. Down below were beads of light,
fend“politicalsupporters.”
We were some formingdefiniteeometricpatlikewise determined to be nothing more terns, parallel lines, an$ right angles.
than a channel for what came to
our Hereandtherewere
also irregular
attention and to color it as little as pos- patches of light.ThiswasParis!
Its
sible
with
personal
sentiments
and
monuments, its homes, its great bouleopinions.
vards and tortuous alleys alike were all
obscured b the veil of darkness. Yet its
There was thecustomaryflurry of thrilling
&story,
its
contribution
to
anticipationamongthepassengersas
world events, seemed to reach mysterithe overseas lap of the journey drew to ously out and up from behind the cura close. We were several minutes from tain of night. Its impact was definitely
our landing. Yet the passengerswere
adjusting their apparel as if the prepa- felt by us.
We left Paris hurriedly,accompanied
ration for departwe would shorten the
time. The tempo of conversation quick- by Mlle. Guesdon, Grand Secretary of
AMORC in France, for our first busiened,faceswere
pressed againstthe
windows for the first glimpse of land ness was to be in Brussels, Belgium, the
afteranine-hourstretch
across the site of the F.U.D.O.S.I. conclave. We
North Atlantic from Newfoundland, thewere to return to France for mattersof
last point of land from which we em- great interest and these, therefore, will
barked inthe West. Above was an be related later in proper sequence. In
azure sky, below billowing white clouds preparing for the first conclave of the
conscious
concealing the s e a - o r had we reached F.U.D.O.S.I., wewerequite
of the responsibility that restedupon
European soil? Slowly, with the grace
of a great bird, the lane lowered itself us. In our voting uponissues that arose,
into the sea of clou s. Once or twice it we would be committing the members
shuddered as it encountered the differ- of the AMORC to certain far-reaching
ent currents of air, not unlike an auto- policies. Our decisions, therefore, must
mobile striking a slight rut or obstacle not be withoutdue reflection. They
in the roadway. Finally, as if by ma- mustnot be solely influenced bythe
events of the moment, butmusttake
gic, an aperture appeared in the clouds, into
consideration the probabilities of
increasing in size uniformlylikethe
thefuture.We
waitedanxiouslyfor
opening of theiris of acameralens.
the hour of the first session with supFramed in this clearing, far below, was pressed excitement. It is always
a
the Emerald Isle. It was the southern- pleasureandamemorableexperience
most tip of Ireland. Truly to us it ap- to meet with the cultured and enlightpearedas an emerald isle. It was a ened menand women whorepresent
beautiful,invitinggreen,theverdure
the esoteric bodies of the world at such
beingapleasant
relief fromthepreconclaves. Their personalities and menvious monochrome of the sea and sky. tal breadth portray the ideals of the orSeconds later the plane rolled to a stop ders which they serve. If only more of
before the airdepot. This was Shannon, theseenlightened personages could be
Ireiand, the terminusfor many Atlantic placed in still greater positions of imThe
such as
east and west bound planes. The pas- portancetoservehumanity,
RosicrucMn sengers welcomed the respite from con- participation in the present Peace ConDigest
finement.
They
hurriedly
clambered ference in Paris, was my passing
thought.
October
down to enterthe
depot andrefresh
(To be continued)
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Crises in Development
By

RAYMUND

ANDREA,
F. R. C.

Grand Master of AMORC of Great Britain
the radical and permanent transformationof
personalityonlyone effective method has been
discovered -that of the
mystics. It is a difficult
method, demanding from
those who undertake it a
great deal more atience,
resolution, self-abnegation a n 8 awareness than most people are prepared to
give, except perhaps in times of crisis,
when they are ready for a short while
to make the most enormous sacrifices.
But unfortunately the amelioration of
the world cannot be achieved b sacrifices in moments of crisis; i t l e ends
on the efforts made and constant6 repeated during the humdrum, uninspiring periods, whichseparateone crisis
from another, and of which normal
lives mainly consist.”. .
I have quoted this passage from Aldous Huxley, the biographer and novelist, not because he is a professed teacher
of mysticism, or, so far as I know, himself a mystic, but because he intimates
in it a fundamental truth about mystical development. I n his sketch of the
life of Father Joseph, the Catholic priest,
and a power politician and collaborator
of Cardinal Richelieu, Huxley expatiates on the mystical aspect as well as
the political aspect of his subject, and
very efficiently, In fact, if he is not
himself a mystic, he hascertainly taken
painsto inform himself, throughthe
guidance of acknowledged mystical
writings, of the method of discipline
OR

.

followed bythe mystics of theearl
schools of thou ht, a discipline whicg
the world is safly in need of today.
During recent years the professional
novelist, in an endeavor to appear thoroughly up to date and in line with the
progressive thought of the time, has
often given us the so-called mystical or
psychological novel, as being calculated
to seize the imagination of many who
are attracted by the mysterious or uncanny, presented in asimple and arresting terminology. This type of literary work is not new. Many such stories
have come down to us from the past,
but with this important difference: the
have usually been enlightening recor s
of personal mystical experience-serious, authentic, and nonfictitious; whereasthe modern counterfeits draginto
their service the doctrine of reincarnation, astonishing feats of clairvoyance,
and diabolic excursions into the realm
of black magic. They may divert the
mind foramoment
from the prosaic
routine of everyday life like the latest
detective story; but they pass with the
reading and are forgotten. For if this
is indeed reincarnation, what a fearsome business it must be; if this is
clairvoyance, what a curse it must be
to humanity; if thesetricks of black
magic are true, how eternally vigilant
we mustbe to escape the effects of them.
This is the stuff of the modern writer
of the occult novel, and sorry stuff most
of it is. Hence the pleasure in reading
a passa e, like that which I have quoted
above, %y a professional novelist, from
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a biographical sketch which, if admit- application of the fruits of inspiration
ting of some fictional touches, is mainly to the enlightenment of man.
based upon facts, historical facts. For
As Rosicrucians, we teach that what
rarely has a mystical character been so
truly placed in its native setting,or the constitutes the mystic is a conscious attunement with divinity and theCosmic,
conflicting elements in so powerfula
character been presented with so much which comes from knowledge and the
ability to apply anduse the laws of God
understanding and propriety.
and nature constructively. If the mysHowever, I am interested here in thetic is said to follow more specificallythe
sober conclusion at which Huxley ar- way of the heart, and the occultist the
rives after hissurvey of thelife of way of the head, we accept that disFather Joseph andthemystical disci- crimination and asRosicrucians endorse
pline which made him an outstanding it; for we combineunionwithChrist
of the same
character of his time. It is true that the with the scientific procedure
hol monk fellfromgrace in the eyes Great Master who in Himself set the
of &s biogra her, because, almost un- perfect example of compassion and love
and the demonstration of the laws of
consciously, e! carriedhismysticism
God and naturebefore the eyes of men.
over the forbiddenfrontier
intothe
No matter what name we choose to
realm of power politics and became inprocedure demands,
volved in affairs of state and warwhich give it, the mystical
it is not easy to reconcile with a pro- as Huxleystates, a great deal more than
fessed contemplativeand
disciple of the majority are prepared to give, LLexChrist. But that does not diminish his ceptperhaps in times of crisis, when
to make
tremendousinfluenceasamystic
of they are ready for a short while
highdegree and a man of exemplary the most enormous sacrifices.” This
self-abnegation and achievement. Hwr- was written before the enormous sacriley is fully sensible of this, and lookin fices made by countless people under
back over this richly colored life an8 the demand of the world war. Indeed,
the mysticism which had fashioned it, so great have beenthose sacrifices made
he concludes that there is but one effec- by so many that it mighthave been
tive method by which the transforma- thought that a wave of mysticism had
tion of personality can be attained, and swe t over the nations instead of that
of t e spirit of conquest. I am no optithat is, the method of the mystics.
mistabout the wave of mysticism; I
W h o Are MHsttcsP
was about the sDirit of conauest. I dis-

K

passed, as they always do, and more
sober thoughts ensue. I do remember
some periods of crisis in mysticism within the past thirty years, revivalistic in
nature, when humanity seemed to be
on the verge of agreatillumination.
They also passed, as did the others.
Whether another wave will come now
the war is over, and as a result of it, I
cannotsay. I see no sign of it. Undoubtedly, manyhaveturnedtheir
minds to the deeper issues of life, because crises of suffering and loss have
driven them to it; and these will presumably show a n interest in higher development and take the first steps on
the path. But, the fundamental tension
being over, the majority, even most of
those whohave sacrificed most, will
revert very nearly to the former plane
of living.
I have little faith inreligious revivalistic waves, or in waves of mysticism.
What may appearto some to indicate a
mystical revival, I believe to be to a
large extent areaction to the fear of
imminent death. To some that may not
sound very com limentary, but I am a
psychologist ancfprefer the truth. I am
not interested in soothing statements or
occult platitudes. Nightly, for months,
I have stood and waited, with countless
others, under the bombing of the enemy, faced with the prospect, if not the
expectation, of imrmnent death; and I
know the kind of reaction that condition is calculated to produce upon serious-minded and religious people. It
made them wonder and question about
the possibilities of life beyond the flesh;
anditis
only naturalthatmany
of
them, now the trial is passed, should
wish to follow up that dire questioning
and seek for more light. But that is no
indication of a wave of mysticism, or of
the attainment of a higher level of consciousness. It is the attitudeof thinking
persons having become conscious under
the pressure of events of their ignorance
of a department of culture which would
bring fuller life and understanding and
a peace and sense of securit regardin
the future which they ha neglecte
and now feel prompted to take action
to remedy. Now thatthe crisis has
passed which stirredthem deeply, it
remainsto be seen what efforts they
will makefor themselves duringthe
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humdrum,
unins
irin period which
ensues and prece es e next crisis.
The Karma of a Eldden Past

There is anotheraspect of this matter
of eriods of crisis which is of considera b g interest to those on the path. This
a plies to us who are making our way
afong the definite stages of it. We are
acquainted only too well with the humdrum uninspiring periods when nothing
seems to hapen todistin
sh us with
all our googlntention an effort, from
those who make no effort at all but take
life, as it comes. The fault is largely in
ourselves, not in our circumstances, that
the pattern of our lives remains fixed
and uninspiring and inwardlyuneventful. We are pledged too rigidly to the
word of mystxism, instead of livin in
the spirit of it. Sometimes a really Yive
and progressive student writes me of a
series of crises in his lifewhich of course
had not been foreseen and thepossibility
of which he could never have anticlpated. The whole program of hislife
attern has been altered as by a swift
b o w of relentless fate, and he finds the
extreme difficulty of adjusting to it, and
greater still the difficulty of assigning a
meaningfor it. But I have seen the
good arising from this apparent evil at
the first mention of it. This is the very
law of the ascension of the soul. Evolution in nature is usually so silent and
imperceptible that we are unaware of
it. But the awakening soul, with the
Karma of a hidden past pulsating within it andinsisting upon expression and
completion, canthunder,and lighten
throughout the personal domain of the
man who has strongly evoked it, and
create such a turmoil of thought and
emotion as to threaten the foundations
of a well-balanced life. And the reaction of the aspirant to this kind of crisis
will be according to his formal adherence to the word of the path or his
ability of flexible adjustment to the
puissant and moving spirit of it. In the
former case, he will be shocked and disappointed and perhaps regard askance
the word in his hands and his faith in
it, because life has not run true to the
form of it; in the latter case, he will
stand back, alert, poised, and obedient
to the leading of the soul that announces
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itself so peremptorily through its cultured instrument.

hell of mortal and wounded human nature with Christ and rise again in his
own renewed strength before he may
accomplish any works the least comparable to His.
I t is therefore for the aspirant who
seeks degrees of mastery on the path,
to prepare himself by the discipline of
the ath to meet an opening of the doors
of t l e soul; to know that in theperiods
of crisis whenthewaters of life are
troubled and clouds lower over the horizon, thehour of opportunity hasarrived; and to know not to turn back in
doubt but to meet this discipline with
humility because he
is
considered
worthy to bear it in the name of suffering humanity,to gather new strength
and experience from it, andgive it back
in due time in the helping and enlightening of his fellow men.

Meeting the Soul’s Challenge

It is not for nothing that these crises

come to the advancing soul. They are
a condition of that advancement. So
true is this in the history of mysticism
that I regard with some misgiving a n
aspirant who congratulates himself on
the smoothness and uneventfulness of
the path. Mastery never comes of this.
The ver word mastery rejects such an
idea. I ave never known an aspirant
to attain to any degree of mastery on
thepath withouthavin
had a hard
struggle for it. I would %sillusion any
who think otherwise, whatevertheir
present ex erience may be. A man
cannot evo e the living soul in all sincerity without having, sooner or later,
to meet the res nse to that challenge.
And it is well g a t it should be so: for
if his word of service is ever to carry
NOTE:The book referred to in this article is
the inspirational force of the Spirit of Grey Eminence by Aldous Huxley. Published
God to men, he must descend into the in London, 1941.
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Heart Force
Our blood is the protean tissue which is diffused through our entire being, giving to our bodies the color of its existence.
The supple litheness of our body, its flexibility in movement, is due to the fluid
it contains, is derived from the blood. The adaptability of man to the variations
in his physical environment lies in the ability of the blood to change, and to so
change the constituency of the entire body. And it is the power of the heart that
distributes the blood in a man’s body.
That which resists a blow, feels more of the impact: the blood of man bestows
upon the flesh the givingness that yields to a blow, so that it suffers the less. And
in the liquid compassion of blood lies the ability to mend, when damage has been
inflicted. And the subtler, gradual blow of autointoxication is offset, and made as
nothing by the blood. In it is the power of rebuilding. And it is the heart which
pumps ceaselessly, that the blood may create anew that which wears away.
It is the blood which contains the emotion and instinct of m a n r a c i a l a n d
individual; it is the blood which gives of itself when it is necessary, and removes
that which is no longer needed. And it is the center of Love from which the
ceaseless flow derives.
The
Wemust conform to existence before wecanchange it.Wemust master what
Rosicrucian is, before we can create that which should be. The key is: change must come from
Digest
within.
October
Love is acceptance, knowledge, and power.
1946
From Meditations on Love-R. John Francis Knutson, F.R.C.
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Discipline from Within
By PHILOT.FARNSWORTH,
Ph. D.

The first and best victory is to conquer self; to be conquered by self is, of all
things, the mostshamefuland
vile.-€’uTo
the mission of man in
this earth ex rience to
gain commanrof his life
and to so exercise inner
or self-control as to live
in harmony with himself,
with his fellows, and his
God.
While man is gaining
this inner control, thisself-determination and the self-discidhe. he must be
guided by older and h e r individuals.
Until man can apply the
discipline from
within, there appears to be a necessity
for discipline imposed from without.
We recognize these facts as we teach
and school our children and youth.
However, we should stand ready to release this control just as fast and as sure
as we can give it over to our youth and
as they areable to go forward with selfcontrol.
These princi les of releasing parental
or outer contro and establishing self or
inner control as we grow to maturit
may be diagrammatically shown as f o l
lows:
T IS
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Diagrammatic representation of the areas of
parental or outercontroland
of self or inner
control at various ages.

In the diagram, the horizontal lines
A, By C across from the various age or
chronological levels indicate in the .hiangle areas right and left, cut by the
lines, the extent of inner or self-control
and outer orparental control at any
given level. Slowly, even at one, two,
and three years of age (see horizontal
Line A), the child is taking on elements
of self-control as indicated by the area
of the triangle in the lower right-hand
corner of the diagram. In later childhood the diagram at approximately the
ninth year level (Line B) shows about
one-half inneror self-control in the
lower right-hand triangle and one-half
outer or parental control in the upper
left-hand triangle area.
As we approach maturity, the outer
or parental control lessens (see Line C)
as shown in the diminished area of the
upper left-hand triangle and the inner
or self-control increases as shown in the
lower right-hand triangle until the
grown, mature person assumes entire
responsibility for hislife and action.
Perhaps a bit of outer or parental control will alwaysremain, but this w
l
i
be like silken bonds and will consist of
standards, respect and filial love, engendered through life in the home.

As age, maturity andjudgment come,
the individual should more and more
take on the responsibility of inner or
self-control with a corresponding reduction and releasing of outer or parental
control. We should be proud to release
to our children and to others the factors
of self-determination when they show
the inner or self-control and the sound
judgment necessary for the proper ordering of their own lives.
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This same truth maybe diagrammatically shown as follows:

A

4. Some represent the Fagin or deceitful type, and accomplish discipline
by trickeryand deceit.
5. Others are well considered: characterized by fair, firm, and just treatment which is so recognized bythe
child.
The steps or levels of human behavior, may also be illustrated thusly:
LEVELS
~

I

Chronological Age

Some parents may be characterized
as strict (Line A) and unwilling to relinquish control; hence, the angle of
self-determination does not
widen
markedly as the child grows to maturity. Others may be overly lenient
(Line C) and may be inclined to relax
controls and give too much self-determination, too quicklyto establish stability and sound judgment. The “Golden
Mean” is indicated in the middle line
(B) and shows a balanced releasing of
control with a widening of the angle of
self-determination as the child grows to
maturity.
In life, we observe varying degrees of
control as exercised byparents over
their children. Wemay
summarize
these various groups as follows:

1. Some parents desire to take their
children on a personallyconducted tour
through life. Parents make allthe
choices and personally try to live the
life and make the decisions for the child
all through life.
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2. Some parents believe in “no lickin’
no learnin’ ”: the belief that physical
unishment is necessar to impress the
yessons upon the chi d characterizes
their attitude and action.

P

~ 3. Some~parents arei like the will
~

Altruism

Social

2

0’

the wisp: overly lenient, mushyand
sentimental at times, stern and strict at
other times with nodefinite course of
action.

I

MOTIVATION

Doright-regardthe
less of consequence
Social
freepraise
or
dom from blame

-~

Diagrammatic representation of the gradual
widening angle
of the
of Self-Detennination at
various age
levels:
(A) Strict regulation, (B)
the Golden Mean, (C) Overly lenient.

The
~

I

DESCRIPTION
~~

Reward

worth
Material
orgain
Fear of harm
bodily

Fear

or punishment

The lowest step or level is perhaps
rightly named fear. On this level, freedom from bodily punishment is largely
the dominating motivation for the behavior. It is an important first step.
To work for a reward is undoubtedly
a step or level higher in motivating behavior than is fear. The seekin of social ap roval for one’s acts an! bein
relativepy freefrom blame is a thir!
level of motivation.
The highest form of human behavior
is that characterized by altruism. On
this level one does what one knows is
right to do, regardless of consequence.
In any adequate description of constructive discipline, we ropose to emphasize the inner contro8, self-imposed,
andlargely self-determined. Once the
standards of conduct are understood and
the person has grown to a n age of accountability, that person should take on
more and more theself or inner control
of his or her life.
We should be happy torelinquish
control of our youth and of others once
they have shown the growth and disosition to take command of their own
Eves ma pro er manner.
We should
strive to awa en the discipline from
within and relinquish our control progressively as the individual proves able
to assume self-direction. We should be
~
~
extremely
happy~ when the inner
con- i
trols have been sufficiently developed in
an individual, so that little or no direction from the outside is needed for harmonious living.
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Eternal Occult Principles
By

RALPH

AS occultism any

M.LEWIS,F. R. C.

LESSON ONE

real merit in this day and age? It
is held in bad repute in
manypubliccircles.
Consequently, occultism
either consists of superstitious beliefs and practices which should be
abandoned in m o d e r n
times, as worthless, or it constitutes a
noble search for truth, a search which
has been abused by charlatans, misrepresented, and exploited by frauds.
Popularly, the term occultism applies
to things which are hidden or concealed.
It suggests to the mindtoday that which
concerns magic and the mysterious. I n
reality, the true occultist is not a dabbler in supernaturalism; in fact, to him
there is no supernatural. All phenomena falls within the category of natural
law. He is not a lover of the weird, the
eerie, and the strange, and he is not a
seeker of the sensational. The occultist
is one who has an innerconviction that
there are constructive principles in the
universe which are causes of many of
the so-called mysteriousthingswhich
exist beyond the range of our normal
senses. He believes we cannot hope to
discern them objectively, and that they
must be sought in other realms of human experience.
Through the centuries, occultism has
developed its o w n sciences. It was incumbent upon it that it do so, for occultism was seeking something with
which physical science could not assist.
The occult sciences, therefore, were at

fist derided by physical scientists. They
were considered fantastic, absurd, and
their results as being outside the bonds
of reason and not to be contemplated.
It so happens that eventuallythese very
occult sciences became the parents of
many of our reputable physical sciences
of today. I n fact, from the occult science of astrology, came the rudiments
of astronomy. From alchemy, with its
experimentation with herbs, its search
for quintessences and elixirs, came those
fundamentals, those elements and physical properties which developed into the
useful physical science of chemistry.
Again, it was occultism which favored
the experiments of Franz Mesmer,
when he startled the world by his proclamation that the human body had an
ebb and flow of energy through it,
which could emanate through the finger
tips, which was curative in nature, and
which could be detected by others and
influence others. His claims, of course,
were most sensational. They wereon
the border of the realm of the supernatural, insofar as the average man and
womanwere concerned, and he, too,
was maligned asa charlatan,and accordingly was persecuted.
The occultist sought to investi ate
the truth of his statements, regar ess
of their unorthodoxy. Occultism, too,
furthered theexperiments in hypnotism
of Mesmer, at a time when hypnotism
was considered an indulgence of black
magic practices. Successful demonstrations over a period of time by occultists,
in hypnotism, finally compelled an in-
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vestigation of the phenomenon by physical science, and the resulting discovery
of the underlying psychological principles. Occult science, likewise, explored
mental
telepathy,
hyperesthesia,
the
communication of the intelligence withoutphysicalmeans,andother
aspects
of psychic phenomena, when these
thingswere proclaimed to be nothing
short of devil practice and when such
topics were absolutely taboo in circles
of the intelligentsia and in universities.
Today there are chairs of psychical research in many of the leading universities, with large funds for
the exploration of that realm of phenomena, and
severalconservativeuniversitieshave
actually issued monographs ontheir experimentation with the subject of mental telepathy.
Occultism, however, is not a science,
nor is it religion, mysticism, or philosophy. However, its revelations havevery
definitely influenced all of those channels of human thoughtandendeavor.
The questions naturally arise: “Who
were the first occultists? How did they
come into existence as a group of people, ora type of mind?” The world
will perhaps never know the names of
the first occultists. We can say generally that they werethose men and those
women who saw beyond the limits of
the objective vision of their eyes, and
they were the ones who heard beyond
the audible range of their ears. In other
words, they were the men and women
who were not content with the limitations of their objective senses. They
were not willing to accept the mere appearance of things.
The First Occultists

The

~
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perhapsthe oldest history of
a history written by the Egyptians, and
takenfromtranslations
of the hieroglyphs in their own secret sources, is
thehistorywrittenby
Manetho. He
was a man of great learning, of great
power, andwithunlimited
access to
the arcane knowledge and teachings of
the Eg-yptians. He was thesupreme
priest of Heliopolis, of the great
Mys~ tery School~ located in that
i
city, which
~
was dedicated to the sun, symbol of the
positive, creative
force in
the universe,
according to thencurrent conception.
Manetho livedapproximately 280 B.C.

He is more generally renowned because
he was the first to attempt a complete
record or tracing of the E
and
dynasties
from ear
gypban
the
lest times.
kings
Eventoday, with the advancement of
archaeology, his chronology of the dynasties is often referred to. What concerns us is that in some of his works it
is disclosed that the earlyEgyptians,
by their very interests, must have been
occultists, and that therefore they were
the oldest occultists, in point of tune, in
the world.
According to Manetho, theearly
Egyptians sought to discover when the
first mortal appeared upon earth. Now
we are not concerned with the fact that
some of their conclusions may have
been childish andtheir
assumptions
longsinceprovenfalse.
The factis
that they were willing and desirous of
looking beyond the immediate. They
werenotcontenttoacceptthingsas
they seemed to be; they did not want
the unknown to remain so. According
to their conclusions, the first mortal upon earth was one known as Hephaestus,
averyearly
Greek physician.These
Egyptians,likewise,held that he was
the discoverer of fire, andthey estimated that his appearance upon earth
was approximately 24,000 years before
their time, or about 30,000 years from
our time.Sincethese
early occult investigations, muchmatter
has been
amassed through the centuries,which
hasborne and still bears the appellation occult. Some of the tomes in which
it appearsshould be discarded, for a
greatdeal of this mass of material is
worthless and reflects upon the integrity of the human mind; on the other
hand, some of it is really worthy and
shows a search for truth and the
eventual acquisition Of it*
Fromthismass
of material,there
have emerged but seven fundamental
occult principles. They haveendured
because they are practical and have a
moral value as acceptable and useful to
peoples today as to the
peoples of the
times in whichtheywere
conceived.
The first of these occult principles may
be called
~
the unity
~ of all being.
~
In i
other words, it was the attempt to try
and find some basic principle or force,
orfundamental by which it couldbe
proven thatthere was a unityinall
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existence. Thiswasadaringthought,
indicating
tremendous
a
breadth
of
mind in a world of apparent diversity.
Eventoday, with our knowledge and
access to sources of knowledge, aswe
look about us and see the myriad realities, the greatnumbers
of different
thingswhich
comprise our world, it
seems almost impossible to conceive that
there could be any basis for a relationship between these things so extremely
different in appearanceand in function. For men as f a r removed from our
unity in
time to make a search for a
such a world of variety, shows serious
contemplation.
The Princtple

of Unity

According to the Sacred Book, which
was the name of one of the works of
Manetho, prepared by him for one of
the Ptolemies, and to be placed in a
at Alexandria, the ancientEgyplibraIK
tians adlongcontemplatedthis
unity
of existence. To them, the Goddess Zsis
was the mother aspect of the universe.
Moreover, accor
to this work by
Manetho, the namesis meant, “I come
from myself.” This would indicate that
Isiswasaself-originatingmovement,
that she perpetuated her own existence,
had no creator, and that she continued
from out of the nature of her own existence. It further indicated that what
is always is, in essence. Now there are,
of course, numerous legends amon the
Egyptians to show that Isis as a gofdess
came
from
some other source, but
among the adepts of the mysteryschools
and the true occultists, Isis, the mother
aspect, alwayswas,asafundamental
attribute of the Being of which the universe consists. Further, in thiswork,
the loadstone, the magnetic ore, was referred to as the bones of Horns. Horns
was one of the gods of Egypt. According to their theogony, he was the son
of Ra, Ra being the sun and thesymbol
of the ositive creative force emanating
throug out the universe. Iron ore was
referred to as Typhon, another #od s y m bolizing the destructive, negahve force
of the universe, and thesetwo forces
acted upon each otherin the same manner as iron is often either attracted or
repelledby the loadstone. The Egyptians attempted to explain that in like
mannerthe good, the rational move-

9
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ment of the world,oftenattracts Typhon, or the negative aspect, and this
good, rational movement persuades and
mollifies thenegative and evilforce;
therefore, accordingto this ancientwriting, there is in the world a continuous
struggle between these two great opposites.
The Sacred Book reasons that all being, in its primary state,always was.
It never had a beginning. There never
were any partsto it as we seem to
discern in our world. There wasjust
the eternal motion, the attraction and
repulsion
between
the two opposite
forces, just as one erceives the relationship between a roadstone and iron
ore. According to the Sacred Book, this
oscillation or thiscontinuousmotion
broughtforthfourprinciples.These
four principles were really four expressions of nature, in other words, fire, air,
water, and earth. And the four expressions traverse theentire world,exist
and move abouteverywhere,and
in
doing so theytransform themselves;
they change into the S l n i t e variety of
creations and forms which we perceive
astherealities, the particulars of our
world. Atthatearly
time,centuries
before the Greek atomists,before the
time of Heraclitus and Empedocles, for
example, it was declared by these oc.
cultists that all things are in everything
else-namely, that the essence of each
thing is the same as the essence of everything else, meaningthat at their
bottom all things are primarily related.
Also, it wasdeclared
that nothing,
therefore, in the world, regardless of its
complexity or itsseemingimportance,
is independent of these primary forces
of nature, and nothing can rise
above
them.
Meister
Eckhart,
famous
German
mysticandoccultist,oftenreferredto
as theFather of German Mysticism,
contended that God is everywhere. God
is the samein every guise, to those who
can and who will see Him. He exhorts
man not to search within his own heart
for God, asthough He were located
therein,nor
to searchfor God as a
shining light in some remote darkness,
in some corner of the universe, but to
look for and to find God in every mode
of nature.
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The occultist says that God is a disperser of mind throughout theentire
universe. He reaches this conclusion,
not because it satisfies his whim or his
fancy, but because after his investigations that explanation seems to confirm
more readily what he has experienced.
The occultist contends that youcan
only draw upon the power of this mind
of God to utilize it, by first having a
knowledge of its expressions, its infinite
variety of manifestations-its works, in
other words. Therefore, it behooves man
to study self and nature in order fully
to utilize the power of God. The occultist further advocates that it is not
sufficient just to satisfy ourselves with
the belief in a God, or to know God and
to have the conviction that He is. We
must also use Him everywhere, for only
in theuse of God can we benefitby His
power and His nature.

Cabala. The word Cabah, literally
translated,
means
traditional,
secret
teachin s. According tothetradition
of the abala, its origin is traced back
to thetime of Moses whenhe stood
upon Mt. Sinai, and when, legend and
tradition relate, he had his theophanic
experience.
Tradition
further relates
that upon that occasion he received both
canomcal knowledge-that is, a knowledge which was reduced to writinq and
inscribed on tablets, which it is said he
brought with him in his descent from
the mountaintop-andalso a knowledge
of wondrous things. This knowledge of
“wondrous things,” however, wasnot
reduced b him to writing, for it is said
he was to d by the Lord, u on this occasion: “These words shag thou disclose, and these words shalt thou hide.”
It was thelatterthat constituted the
knowledge of the wondrous things. AccordingtoCabalisticlore,
the ancient
The Marsterg of Nnmber
Cabalist was prohibited to expound the
The second time-honoredoccultprin-chapter
of creation before more than
ciple concerns number. Within thisonehearer
at atime. He likewisewas
eat unity of being which the occultist not permitted to discourse to more than
f%s established as his first necessary one
person at a time upon the heavenly
principle, there must be a plan of oper- chariot, in turn, referring to the nature
ation. There cannot be just an eternal of God. These topics wereonlyto be
motion, or oscillation, of forces through- discussed, or to be conversed witha
out the universe that is capricious. This wise man, one of profound understandmotionmust be according toan order,ing.Consequently,
Cosmogony and
and it is held, in this second principle, theosophy, the study of God, were made
that number isthekeyto
the under- esoteric studies, the inner teachings of
standingand the direction byman of the Cabala, We mightsaythatthe
this order, as it relates to himself. Num- Cabala traditionally consisted of a conber is the length between the material templation of God‘s being, whether God
andimmaterial worlds. The occultist was self-originating,whether Hehad
could
understands, of course, thatthere is nobeginning,whetherHisnature
separationbetween the microcosm andterminate,and
also the teachings conmacrocosm; otherwisethere would be sisted of a contemplation of theori ‘n
no unity of being. AS a whole, how- of the universe, and its relation to
t e
ever, the microcosm is more discernible nature ofGod. There were twenty-four
by man. His objective senses can per- books of the Canon, the law of the Caceive more of itandthe so-called im- bala,published -that is, reduced to
material or intangible is more difficult writing, which could be perused by the
forhim tocomprehend and to realizeprofane,
by thosewhoweremerely
his relationshipthereto. Number be- curious as wellas those whowere s h comes the key by Which the true nature dents. There were, however, seventy
Of the so-called immaterial world be-booksof
the Cabala which were hidden,
comes revealed, and he is able to see the which were concealed from the promanner in which it is contiguous to his fane, and were madeavailable
to
The
material existence being.
and
the wise and the worthy.
Rosicrucian
This occult principle of number was
Digest
first expressed in ancient
theHebrew
( T o be continued)
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A Visit to a Mystery School
By DR. H. SPENCERLEWIS,F. R. C.
(From Rosicrwiun Digest, May 1935 )

days ago I had occasion to translate a few
p a r a r a p h s of writing
carve! in an old stone
that stands in the center
of a glass case in our
Oriental Museum here at
Rosicrucian Park. The
hieroglyphic inscription
on this stone indicates that it was prepared as an everlasting record of some
of the mystery schools of Egypt centuries ago.
As I translated some of the phrases,
my mind naturally turnedbackward to
thetime whenthe myste schools of
Egypt were in the height z t h e i r glory
and power, and I thou ht of the many
references to be foun in our ancient
Rosicrucian manuscriptsand in other
historical documents regardingthe purposes and magnificent accomplishments
of these ancient institutions.
I wonder how many of our members
and our readers and friends have
any
real conce tion of theseancientmystery schoo s as they were called. In
many books dealing with the mystical
teachings of the ancients there are references to thesemystery schools, but
usually such references are very vague
and it is always evident that the writers
of the books, translatingparagraphs
from
ancient
manuscripts,
had
no
knowledge of the conditions surroundingthe prearation of theseancient
writings an teachings.
I know that if any of our members
could afford to do so they would like
EVERAL
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to take a hurried trip to Egypt, and as
the would travel eastward would want
to Kave the clock andthe calendar
turned backward so that when they arrived in the Valley of the Nile they
would find themselves standing in that
country in the twelfthor thirteenth century B.C. If it were possible to do this,
we would fiid a magnificent nation of
peo le divided intellectually, philosophica&, and religiously into two classes:
the true mysticsand the followers of
the false priesthood. They would find
temples devoted to the romulgation of
the riesthood's false ,,!&ions and they
wodd find these people in political control of a great land of mystery. They
would fiid also a magnificent ower, a
grandeur of wealth, of materiay things,
and a land seemingly filled with prosperityandluxuriousness.
But unless
they were admitted tothe mystic brotherhoods by initiation and could qualify
themselves through
initiations,
would never contact the secret porta s
of the mystery schools norevermeet
the leaders of therealhierarchy
of
Egypt, who were preservingfor all time
the secret wisdom and the secret heritage of the ancient mystery schools.
Long before the so-called pagan reli-

the secret
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It was for the purpose of preventing
this secret wisdom and greatheritage
of knowledge from completely disappearing in the land of Egypt that led
some of the wisest of the rulers and the
wisest of the Egyptian diplomats to establish the secret mystery schools.
We speak of these schools as though
there were many of them or theywere
plural in number. The fact of the matter is, however, that there was but one
mystery school, although it had a number of branches or places for instruction
in different parts of thetianterritory. But the teachings an activities
of thisorganizationrepresented
one
school. It was not given any name and
had nodefinite symbol other than a
mark by which a member could identify it or identify himself as an initiate.
The records indicate thatthe See or
chief center of the mystery schools of
Egypt was located first in the ancient
city of Philadelphia, then laterin Memhis and witha branch in a place called
The teachings of this priesthood were bizrairn, and then later atThebes and
carefully designed, from centuryto cen- Luxor. Finally the last headquarters of
tury, to hide and destroy the great wis- the myster schools was located at the
dom thathad come into
t centuries c i s of d n a t o n on the banks of the
before from the refugees of e lost con- N1 e on the site of the ancient city of
tinent of Atlantis. From that continent Tell el-Amarna.
and its great attainment in wisdom and
I n order that the carefully selected,
human accomplishment had come the
knowledge of nature's laws or of secret carefully tested, tried, and prepared
rinciples thathad enabled Egypt to members and students of these mystery
Eft itself out of the most primitive state schools might have their lives protected
of existence to a masterful place in all and might meet safe1 for lectures and
of theartsand
sciences, andit was studies a very compccatedsystem of
during this period of only a hundred secret activity was invented or graduears, when thegreat
wisdom was ally evolved. It appears thatat first
&ought to
t and gladly acce ted only those who weretrue-blooded Egypby its r u l e r s y a t Egypt abandonex its tians of a k n o w n ancestry and of tested
crude huts andunderground habitations and triedhonesty and integrity were
and created its magnificent architec- admitted to the secret school. And even
ture, structures, and developed its won- so, these selected persons had to show
derful art to the point where it became by their lives and by their general acthe most magnificent in the world. But tivities that they were not in support
the pagan priests soon discovered that of the pagan priesthood or itsteachings,
this great knowledge and wisdom was but had vision and understanding and
sincere and loyal in their sepaweakening its hold upon the people and were
rateness
fromthe priesthood. It must
it therefore inventedand officially estab- have been
a serious condition indeed.
lished its mythological religious tenets It was hardly possible for an Egyptian
which gradually led the Egyptianpeople to buy or secure in any mannera piece
The
into beliefs based upon superstitious of land upon which to build a home of
Rosicrucian ideas and broke down theirfaithin
any kind, or to establish himself permaDigest
their own powers and abilities and nently, or to enter any occupation or
October
made
stupid, unthinking hirelings and trade without first securing the approval
1946
slaves out of them.
and indorsement of the priesthood, It
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not until the immediate forefathers of
Amenhotep IV began to publicly and
officially attack the power of the pagan
priesthood that mighty chan es and important modifications took $ace in the
thinking and acting of the majority of
the citizens of Egypt.
The pagan religion of the priesthood
was based upon mythology, su erstition, and the deliberately falsifiegprinciples of life. It became not only an
artificialreli 'on butameansfor
politicalcontmy
Inthehands
of the
priests of the pagan priesthood rested
most of the pohtical power of Egypt to
such an extent that even the Pharaohs
in the thirteenth and fourteenthcenturies B.C. were dominated by unknown
and secret chiefs of the pagan priesthood who delivered their orders and
carried outtheir malicious desires
through emissaries inthe courts and
representatives in every branch of the
government.
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was impossible, in fact, for an Egyptian
as an individual to accumulateany material assets or to have anything u on
which he could place an indivi ual
claim unless he was a member of the
pagan priesthood's religion.
This religion was organized in outer
andinner circles andthe representatives of the priesthood, acting as spies
in every community,reportedto
the
priesthood the name andidentity of any
individual who did not attend the riesthood's religious services and who i d not
bow down to the pagan god anday
allegiance at thesame time tothe d e r s
of the priesthood. To ever give the least
manifestation outward1 of any doubt
re arding the powers o the mythologica gods, or to even question the authority of any of the priests of the priesthood or any of their teachings meant
not on1 a loss of all worldly possessions
and a Toss of all political standing in
Egypt, but it meant most certainly the
eventualimprisonment or loss of life.
The great majority of citizens in
E t gradually became slaves in their
e z o y m e n t , poverty stricken in every
matenal sense, and woefully ignorant
of even nature's most fundamental laws.
Not only were those who had anyassets
heavily taxed to support the priesthood
in its elaborateexpendituresforpersonal things and for pagan tem les and
monuments, but sometimes in t e middle classes everymaterial asset was
taken asacontribution
to the priesthood. Yet there were those who were
abletomeet
at firesides occasionally
and very secretly and confidentially express their disregard for the priesthood's
rulinandtheir
doubt regarding the
priest 0 0 8 s teachings.
The secret schools, too, had their representatives, their spies, and their delegated investigators. When they found
a sincere andworthy person who in
every condition reluctantly submitted to
the dictates of the priesthood, he became
a marked man or a marked woman and
was eventually brought in contact with
an individual who would consider him
carefully, observe him fordays and
nights, and finallyintroduce him to another investigator or representative of
themystery school. In this waythe
sincere and worthy seeker for truth and
the one worthy of aiding in the main-
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tenance of the ancient wisdom and the
preservation of the secret knowledge
wasbrought before agrou of persons
called a tribunal, but whicPh we might
call todayamembership court. After
various examinations revealing that he
was worthy, he was permitted to begin
a series of initiationsto test hissincerity¶ his integrity, and perseverance.
For this purpose themystery schools
had invented the testb fire, the test
by water, and the test {y air, as contained in the initiation rituals explained
in the higher Degrees of our presentday Rosicrucian teachings.
Such prospective candidates
were
taken to an abandonedpagantemple
far off in a ruined city in the darkness
of the night and there in the company
of onl a few ides were left to go
theorgals of initiationrethrou
vealef b the chiefs of themystery
schools. L e s e initiations re uired the
nighttime attendance of can 'dates for
several weeks. If such initiations were
re uired today of the average candidate
se&mg the teachings of the ancients, it
is doubtful whether one in a hundred
persons would survive the ordeal or attempt to go through more than one of
them. We have other waystoday of
testing the sincerity of a seeker for
truth, andwe do not have to test seekers
for their loyalty or for their possible association withany such organization,
political or otherwise, as was represented in ancient times by the pa an
priesthood. The mystery schools tofay
do have their enemies, but because of
the laws of the land andbecause of our
modern living conditions, these enemies
of Light are forced to work more or less
in theopen and itis an easier matter to
discover who is associated withthese
enemies than was possible in ancient
times.
After the candidate had been initiated
by thetests and ordeals, the worthyones
were then allowed to contact one of the
mystery temples for the s iritual and
philosophical initiations suc as we use
today, and which we call the mystical
or psychic initiations. Most of these
inibations wereheld in underground
grottos or in the lower parts of abandoned temples. When the priesthood of
ancient times had abandoned one of its
(Continued on Page 343)
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The “Cathedral of the Soul” is a Cosmic meeting place for all minds of the
most highly developed and spiritually advanced members and workers of the
Rosiuvcianfraterrurn. It is a focal point of C o s m i c radiations andthought
waves from which radiate vibrations of health, peace, happiness, and inner
awakening. Various periods of thedayare
set aside whenmany thousands
of minds are attuned with the Cathedral of the Soul, and others attuning with
the Cathedral at the time will receive the benefits of the vibrations. Those who
are not members of the organization may share in the unusual benefits as well
as those who are members. The book called “Liber 777” describes the periods
for various contacts with the Cathedral. Copies will be sent to persons who
are not members if they address their requests for this book to Friar S.P. C.,
care of AMORC Temple San Jose, California, enclosing three cents in postage
stamps. (Pleare state wAetkr member or not-this i~ important.)

IS POSSESSION AN ADVANTAGE?
Learn that advantage lies not in possessing good t.hings, but in knowing the
use of them.-uNTO THEEI GRANT
normally considered
that possession of a desired object is of a definite advantage. Possession carries with it a certainamount
of control
and direction of the utility of the thing ossessed.
Relying upon &is idea,
insofar as physical ob~ectsare concerned, all of us have acce ted the conce t of possession as a ding to the
vapue
of a thing desired. I n this respect,
possession is our standard of value for
everything.
Money, for example, thething for
which many people strive and devote
their lives to attain,
has
little
value
T IS
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without possession. To expend money
prior to receiving or earning it is to
create an obligation or a debt, and as
a result, possessionbecomes
even a
more desirable quality in order that we
may control that to whichwe assign
value.
It is because of such thinking, which
no doubt will be recognized as essentially materialistic,that we have learned
to associate possession and attainment.
Most of the marks of achievement in
this world are closely related to the
abilityto possess. The men or women
who through their own efforts and activities areable to accumulate possessions are ‘udged as being successful.
Money an all that money can buy is
E 340 1
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a common criterion by which to judge
success. He who has ssession of those
things which others E p e to possess is
considered successful because of that
possession.
It is nevertheless a well-known fact
that possession andtheattainment so
achieved is not necessarily an indication of contentment. Many who could
desire nothing that was within their
ability to possess, insofar as the obtaining of physical articles is concerned,
have not found contentment nor have
they found complete satisfaction in having reached attainment. It is because
of this obvious fact that the question
becomes noticeable as to whetheror not
the possession of hysical things has
true value after a{. It matterslittle
what we ossess, insofar as wealth and
material &ings might be concerned, if
ssession we do not find the
which brings a certain deee of satisfaction, contentment, and
piness. While physical possession
wi 1 help, it will not produce these conditions. It will not produce health and
peace of mind: the two things for the
possession of which almost anyone
would give up any physical thing.
Probably the whole philosophy of
possession andtheattitude which we
normally taketoward
the process is
built upon a misconception of the advantages of possession. There are many
thin s which we cannot possess but
whic we can know-and m knowing
we can use them. We do not mean here
that the word use is in the meaning of
the immediate manipulation or controlling of a thing by ourselves, so that it
is unavailable to anyone else. We mean
“use” in the sense that a thing or a
condition can be beneficial or have
utilitarian value in bringing
about
either satisfaction, contentment, or enjoyment in our own lives. None of us
can possess a beautiful sunrise, but a
sunrise can be ap reciated, and inbeing
appreciated it is geing used to enhance
the esthetic appreciation that comes
from seeing this manifestation of nature.
Landscapes, the unusual formations
of the earth’s surface, such as preserved
by the National Parks of this country,
are things which are sincerely appreciated even by the casual individual, as
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indicated by his attempt to journey to
these places and enjoy them. Yet, they
are not possessed by any individual in
the sense of complete possession and
domination, as are most physical things.
In these things, however, lies sometimes
a key to more satisfaction and worthwhileness in life than in all of the
things that can be purchased for a fiied
value. Theyare not possessable but
they are useable. They form a
us m a manner not easy to descri e and
Of
are certainlyimpossible to attain in the
same way as we would think of the attainment of a physical thing.

%““

The wonders that go to make up our
everyday living-those things which we
accept without too much consideration,
such as friendship, companionship, the
beauty of the day or the manifestation
of the
arrangement
of the Cosmic
scheme, insofar as the repetition of days
and nights, the seasons, and the permanency of the law of gravity are concerned-are all of the things used by
us, and to a certain extent, even if not
vocally ap reciated, at least they can be
acknowle%ged as having value. Yet we
cannot possess them;we cannot even
control them or make them exclusively
ours, and in that very fact their
value 1s
enhanced, and regardless of the material achievements of any human being,
he still has the abilit to conceive and
appreciate these goo$ things that are
madefor
alland not controlled by
anyone.
This is not an attem t to state that
all thingshysical or o&erwise should
be made %e common property of all
humanity. Such a phi osophy would
not necessarily be the solution of all of
man’s problems, but rather, thereshould
be an education on the art of the individual whichwill make ‘m realize that
possession of individual things is secondary to humanity’s use of all things.
In thefinal analysis, each of us actually owns nothing we possess. We come
into this world an immaterial thing and
take on a hysical body. Not even that
body can {e taken from thisworld with
us, and thingswhichwe
resume to
possess are merely of the ody itself,
articlesmade
accessible for our use.
Theyare a loan, in a sense, from a
greater Being than we can conceive our-
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restricted that even if it is able to possess all thephysical things of the world,
in the endit is found to be poor indeed,
because its wealth is merely possession
and not permanence of being and
growth.

selves to be. Therefore, a life absorbed
in a continual strife topossess the physical things about it leaves the essential
part of that life little time or energy to
really see the good things in the world
and in the universe. Such a life is so
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Mealtime Madness

By HOWARD
VINCENT
O’BRIEN

(As condensed in The Reader’s Digest, August, 1946)
laboratory, the other
day, I visited the interior
of a sleek and thoroughly
contented cat. She had
been fed a bounteous reast of liverandother
eline delicacies; andas
she lay stretched in a
purring doze, science
er viscera with a fluoro-
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scoe.
8igestion a peared to be proceedin
without a hit&. Tabb was as tranquif
as a summer sea. d e n , suddenly, a
hidden hono a h played a recording
of a do$s b a r r h e dozing cat spran
to life. Her back arched, her hair stoo%
on end, her eyes were wide, her claws
were out.
These exterior reactions were nothing
to what went on in the cat’s interior.
Her adrenals gushed fluid andher
stomach was awash with gastric juices.
Peristalsis went into reverse; and for
all thepleasure that liver now gave her,
it mightjust as well have been so much
brick.
Observing all this, I reflected ruefully
on the mistake I made-a mistake I’m
afraid most parents continue to make.
Nobody can doubt, now, that a serene
atmosphere at the dinner table is essential to digestion. Eating has to be done
in eace, or it does more harm
than
gioo!. ~ But
, in. our
~ curious
~ i way
~ of~ life,
mealtime is about the only period when
a father sees his children. It is hisone
opportunity for preaching and remonstrance.

So, instead of approachinghis victualswith normal enthusiasm, Junior
is reasonably certainthat somewhere
between soup and dessert he will hear
reproachful comment on his report
card.
If you could ut a fluoroscope on
him, you would l n d his intestines tied
in a double bowline and his stomach
flooded with muriatic acid.
H i s sister, with an appetite of adolescent vigor, nibbles listless1 ather
food, waiting in apprehension
daddy
to deliver a fewremarks on the way
girls behave nowadays.
Evenmother,who has been toughened by years of submission to mealtime discussion of her frailties, secretes
a dangerous excess of adrenaline, preparatoryto defending herself against
strictures onhermanagement
of the
family bud et.
The insifes of these people are behavingexactly asthe cat’s did when
she heardthe bark of the dog. And
father is no exception. The poor man
also suffers from his ill-timed lawgiving.
H i s dinner doesn’t “set well,” and sometimes he has a pain which makes him
think maybe he has an ulcer or worse.
There isn’t much any of us can do
about settlin thelarger problems of
this world. But if everybody made a
practice of keeping unpleasant sub’ects
away from the dining table, I bekeve
the world would have fewer problems
to settle.
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Copyright 1945, The Chicago DailyNews,
Inc., 400 W. Madison St., Chicago 6. (The
Chicago Daily News, September 11, 1945)
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A Visit to a Mystery School

(Continued from Page 339)
old temples because of the building of
newer ones, more magnificent than any
previously built, they
partially
destroyed the structures andbelieved that
no one would think of entering the
ruined place. The secret chambers beneath such temples were sealed up with
hu e stones placed in the doorways and
sand covered over all evidences of
the passageways that led to them. For
many centuries the priesthood never
suspected that some of these under-

wig

structed, andthat in these chambers
large groups of tested and tried mystics
were being initiated, instxucted, and
preparedfor thecarrying out of the
great wisdom that was to keep Egypt
alive in its mighty mystical power.
Later on, m stical ceremonies were
held in the d a r l of the night before the
Sphinx, and througha secret assageway from the sphinx thecandiBates entered an underground chamber beneath
the center of the Great Pyramid and
from this they were led through various passageways to initiation mto the
upper chambers.
At Helio olis another
eat
ruined
temple had een converte into a temple for the mystery schools and similar
smaller temples and secret chambers
were located in various parts of Egypt
by thetime that Amenhotep IV became
the oung Pharaoh of his country. H i s
foregearsforseveral
enerations had
been secret chiefs an! rulers of the
mystery schools and the membership in
these schools had increased to a number
sufficient to
report
a
real political
strength in the country.
It was Amenhotep IV who, realizing
the strength of the mysteryschool members and realizing hls own Divine gifts
of certain owers and abilities, decided
to make &e strength of themystery
school known and he open1 proclaimed
a new religion, a new phi osophy with
new sciences and arts for the two sections of Egypt under his direction, and
thereby began his open war against the
priesthood and against the superstitious
olitical powers of the pagan priests.
h i s warfareis recorded in allthe
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histories of Egyptand culminated in
Amenhotep’s moving his palace and the
homes of his great mystical leaders from
Luxor and Thebes to the new site on
the banks of the Nile where his mystical City of the Sun was built in a few
years. For less thantwentearsthe
religion of the everliving
became
the official religion of Egypt under his
proclamations and direction. All of the
mystics of E
t, except the secret
diplomats, maghemselves known and
congregated openly. Thousands of them
moved to the new mystic city on the
Nile and there built homes and stmctures and introduced scientific rinciles the like of which Egypt hagnever

6oZ
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Our organization of AMORC in
North America has helped tosupport
in various years the excavations made
at this mystical cityand wehave in
our museum hereinSan
Jose relics
that have come to us from those excavations. The Egypt Ex loration Society
of England has publisted and sent
to
us photographs and drawings of the
plans of thatcityandtheinteretations of the excavated buildings.%rom
these plans, drawings, and photographs,
we see that in this most modern city of
the twelfth century before Christ the
homes had bathrooms and were
equipped with underground plumbing.
There were flower gardens and sleeping
porches, swimming pools, and gymnasiums. Every worker had his home and
his garden which were protected against
excessive taxation and mtrusion. Every
artist and artisanwas put upon government pay inorder that hemight devote
his time without worry to the creation
of beautifulthings. Out of this eriod
came into
a complete revoyution
in its art an architecture, and some of
the most magnificent pieces of sculpture, painting, carving, even in jewelry,
and household articles were created in
this period and areon exhibition in museums of the world today. Some of
them havenever been equalled since
then for daintiness and refinement and
interpretation of natural laws.
But there was also preserved for posterity thegreat secret wisdom. In manuscripts cut into stone or into leaves of
the papyrus, or carved on the walls of
thisGreat Pyramid,the secret teach-
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ings, the long-preserved knowledge of
theAtlanteans,the
discoveries of the
mystics in theircenturies of work in
Egypt, the divine ins irations that had
e Cosmic in the
come to them from
long hoursof meditation, were carefully
preservedfor future generations,and
this great wisdom passed on from their
teachers and workers to emissaries and
carefully prepared legates whom they
sent to Greece, Rome, India, and other
countries, and from this have come the
present-dayteachings of the Rosicrucians and similar mystic schools of the
past.
Think of the secret students in the
or on
ancient days journeying by camel
foot many miles at a time in the
hot
sun and m the cold of the ni ht over
desert sands and along the bar& of the
Nileandthrough abandoned cities to
reach the hidden, secret, underground
grottos where a few of the eat truths
might be revealed at the rands of a
master teacher! Think of the sacrifices
that had to be made by those students
and the risk to theirlives and property!
Think of the difficulties theyexperienced in meetin in darkchambers
poorly illuminate! bburningtorches
and without theaid ortextbooks, printed
matter, pamphlets, or paper. Think of
having to memorize every phrase and
every word so that it might
be preserved
in their consciousness and re eated to
other students lateron. Very opten these
secret classes were held in underground
chambersthathad been burial tombs
and were filled with impure airbecause
of the decaying m-es
that were lying on the ground at their feet or on
stone shelves aroundthewalls of the

tK

room. Think of their having to disperse
at thebreak of dawn and80 quietly and
secretly on their way againto their distant homes. Think of themannerin
which each of them tried to apply the
principles they had learned and yet do
so withoutattractingtheattention
of
the spies of the priesthood who were
everywhere on guard. Certainly, we all
owe a great debt of gratitude to those
loyalandsinceretorchbearers
of ancient
times
for
holdi
steadfastlyto
that which they believ3 to be the truth
andatthesametime
devotingtheir
lives to the perpetuation of these truths.
Many of our students today feel that
they are greatly inconveniencing themselves by setting aside one night aweek
tositcomfortabl
in their own homes
safe and protected: unchallenged by
any
spies or enemies, and able to read and
studypeacefull
the lessons thathave
been so c a r e f d y reservedforthem.
And think of the qiberalities that the
modern student has in being able not
only to practice his principles outwardly and apply them in every affair of
life, but to discuss them with others, to
preachthem,andtoadvocatethem.
Think of being ableto go to lodge rooms
and chapter meetings openly and without fear of life or property, andof coming to conventions and openly associatinwiththousands
of others. Certain$ the students of today have much
to be thankful for, even in lands where
political conditions seem to be adverse.
Our mystery schools today are schools
of the mysteries and not mysteriously
hidden because of our inability to enjoy
many of the divine privileges that
civillzation assures us.

ATTENTIONHIERARCHYMEMBERS
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Members of the Esoteric Hierarchy of the Rosicrucian Order, AMORC, are askedto
participate in the following special Meditation Period, withthe nature of whichthey
are familiar. Please keep in mind that you must select an hour, adjustedto your local
time system, which correspondsto 8 p.m., Pacific Standard Time.Thisisthe
hour
when the Imperators of Europeand of America will participate.
THURSDAY,JANUARY 16, 1947.
Youarerequestedtosend
your report directly to the Imperator ofAMORC,Rosicrucian Park,SanJose, California.
So thatyou will notoverlook this date, given you far in advance, mark it on your
calendar several days in advance of the actual time.

The Law’s Fulfillment
By ETTOREDA FANO

is nomanifestation
of life, no organism nor
man-made organization,
without a heart to create
a difference of potential
and to maintain a perfect balance, according to
the law of compensabon.
It may not be called
heart in all instances. It mav be called
nucleus by the cell physiolo&st, generator or pump by the engineer, and genfund bythe business
eraloperatzng
man. Man-made organisms, no matter
whether the are machines, department
stores or raigoad systems, show vitality
only if theare
based on biolo ‘cal
principles; &ere is one law for a1 organisms, and only those which conform
to the one great pattern have a chance
of survival.
The Cosmic law rules all things;
those we call small as well as those we
call large. Each one of the millions of
little cells forminga body, no matter
how different theymayapear
on
superficial examination, are Lilt on
the same pattern. T h i s will become
evident to us if, instead of concentratin
OUT attention onthe differences, we loo
for what they have in common. Higher
organisms have develo ed from single
cells in the course of$e ages, because
the single cell, in its comparative simlicity, was formed on the same pattern
from which the higher organisms later
developed. The idea inspiring an architect to design a Gothic window may be
elaborated byhim to design a great
HERE
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cathedral with hundreds of spires and
columns. The first cell and man were
created on the pattern of a higher Cosmic Order. If we marvel at the wonderful organization of OUT body and functionin of o w mind, how perfect and
marve ous must we assume the whole
Cosmic Orderto be-so inconceivably
wonderful, that some people even refuse
to believe in it.
There must be a eat Cosmic Heart
on the pattern of wrich all hearts are
sha ed. All the goodness andbeauty
a n j l i f e of the universe flows from this
heart, day and night, always fulfillin
always giving to all the or ans whicf
are prepared for the twofol process of
receiving and giving.
It all makes sense. The heart gives
and takes. It takes because it gives, and
gives because it takes;for giving and
takingarebutthe
two
ases of the
same process. The more t e heart gives,
the more it can give, and it is never
empty.
To those who suffer fromhunger,
fromthirst or from want in a world
where all is so plentiful and rich, it may
be said: “Put yourselves in thegreat
stream, so thatthe
riches will flow
through you. You will always give and
never be empty. If your channels will
grow wider so that you can give more,
they will grow wider so that you will
receive more, according to the law of
compensation. Only then, you will be
rich and in tune with the Great Cosmic
Heart.”
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THE FLEETING HOUR
By THORKIIMALEHTO, Sovereign Grand Master
many of us life is passing so swiftly that we
find it difficult to keep up
with the pace. It seems
that we areeither too
slow, orthatthe
world
events move too fast. Our
understanding of planetary movements tells us
thattheyarethe
sameforever.Law
and orderoperatewith
clocklike precision. It is, then, we ourselves who do
not keep up to date.
In this world of material phenomena
and our present state of consciousness,
where everything material has a beginning and anend, because of our limited
conception of timeand s ace, life is
fleeting. Youth, with its a1 uring beauty, strength, and ower is a brief moment ino w lives. h e n comes maturity
with its res onsibilities, and lastly old
age and rekection. The periods seem
short, and we must be continually alert
in order to keep step with the irrevocable march of bme.
About one third of our lives is spent
in bringing up and developing that organism which the soul needs for proper
The
ex ression. Manythink it bliss to be a
in arms, but of what use is bliss
Rosicrucian baEe
so unconscious? Many think youth is
Digest
a glorious time of l i f e y o u t h , with its
October
hope, ambition, dreams, and passionate
1946
love-but who, that
has passed through
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this brief period, canreally desire to
experience once more the disillusionments, soul-searing atthe
time, the
heartaches andthe struggles encountered on the way? Somefloat unconsciously throughthe period of youth
until rude1 awakened to its lost opportunities; otters are thrown into responsibilities while still mere children, and
they pass through youth without even
knowin of its existence. To them life
is one L d g e r y after another, without
light and hope.
The second period permits the enjoyment of a life we are not really aware
of, Maturity is a time of responsibility
-the buildin of a home, and the raising of a fam!ly. At everystep of the
wayiron disci line is necessary and
continual sacri&e demanded. If ou
are the average man or woman, t i e n
through all these yearsthereislittle
time to breathe, little time to think, to
study, and tocreate. The joyous moments have been few and fleeting. Anxiety ever hovers close to the threshold.
Youth often enters into the stateof maturity too early, and is pressed down by
its responsibilities, thereby missing its
own o portunity to learnand understand %e world into which it is entering. Life, then, becomes a humdrum
fight for existence until old age.
The last third is marked by a rapidly
declining curve. It is acontinual dis-

integration and loss of that which has could live and prosper for long periods
of time if permitted todo so without
been so painfullybuilt u duringthe
other periods of life. W\enever one interference.
thinks about it one must inevitabl conIgnorance and our artificial life are
clude thatthere is something k d a causes of trouble. We do not realize
mentally wrong either in the universal the
thevitalimportance of attuningourlawsand the forces of nature, or in selves to the Cosmic laws of harmony,
man. We must admit that the universal which mean life eternal. We are relylaws arefundamentallyconstructive
ing all the time on the limited reserves
and
harmonious,
and
therefore
the of thelifeforcewithin
us, andare
trouble must be with ourselves and the spendingthemfaster
our bodies
social system we have developed. I n can supply themto us, than
instead of being
our social system alone is the cause for in constant conscious communication
allhuman ills and troubles, sorrows, with the Cosmic forces. We continual1
andsufferings.
When weknow
the transgress natural laws by eating food:
cause we can eliminate it. One of the improper in quality and quantity, and
greatest privileges and powers man has
wearing nn roperclothingwhich
is his free will, which can be used con- by
normal functions of
interferes with
structively or destructively.Mancrethe body, eitherthrouhpressure
or
ates his own Heaven or Hell here on
through
reventing
the
%ody
from
etearth.Theyareman-made
conditions
all %e benefit of the surroun&ng
andnotcreatedby
God or Cosmic tine
invlgorating
We
do not
forces. Theyarestates
of conscious- exercise theatmosphere.
body
sufficiently
and
ness, not localities, but last as long as fore undermine its resistance, and therewe
one remains a willing host to them.
resorttodrugsandmedicines
of all
kinds
as
corrective
measures,
often
ReqwisZte For EappZness
using alcoholic concoctions or harmful
Thefirstrequisite forhappiness in dru s when we are not actually ill. We
laterearsisaphilosophy
of life-an
thi& inharmonious thoughts, and those
outloo% comprehensiveenoughto
in- thoughts of ours must return eventually
clude every aspect of life in all its full- as effects of the causes created by the
ness. It makes all the difference in the thought. The same is true of our negaworld whether yousee the years roll by tive emotions, such as hatred, jealousy,
in resentment and anxiety
because of revenge, and so forth. Even if we feel
unfulfilled ambitions, unrealized ho es, these emotions toward other individuand painful disillusionments,or whe%er als, ultimately we arethe oneswho
you stand poised and composed in life’s must suffer harm, because of the natuturbulent stream, knowing that everyral law of cause and effect. Like a magthing you experience is the effect of a net we attract to ourselves those condicauseyou
ourself havecreated. But tions that are predominant in heart and
no effort is Lst, no experience is utterly mind. In addition to all this, the body
in vain, no dream forever lost. Many has to fight all kinds of outside disinteincarnations await your endeavors.
grating influences such as certain temchanges and atmospheric conScientificall
speaking,
because of i terature
i o n s and the insistent assault of inour unnaturar social lifethe average numerable
armiesof microbes and deadhuman being does notdie anatural
l
y
germs.
death. He commits suicide, consciously
Instead of supplying and stimulating
or unconsciously. If he would only permit the body to be developed and sus- each cell of our bodies with life force
tainedaccordinto
the laws of nature from within and without, we tax each
the body would ‘ve almost indefinitely, of these cells to the limit of its enduror at leastvery much longer. Ithas
ance. No wonder thatafteracertain
been proven that individual cells of the time they become depleted of life force:
body cannot only sustain life but can
theactivit is lessened, andthesympthose
develop and increase, and as the body toms of o h age apear.Under
is composed of aboutfifty billion of conditions it is rea y surprising that
these cells, one must come to the logical our material bodies can live at all. In
conclusion that the whole of the body order to do justice to our own systems,
c 347 1
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weshould start tolive anormaland
constructivelifephysically,mentally,
and emotionally. We should attune ourselves with the lawsof the universe and
the forces of nature,andthe
Cosmic
life force which will fill to its utmost
capacityevery cell of the body, thus
making it grow and pros er in every
direction. Each one of us &odd devote
from a quarter to a half hour daily in
concentration and meditation for general invigoration andrejuvenation of
the body, obtain sufficient exercise and
pro er food. Think harmony,outh,
an beauty; wish them, feel them,
Lowing that they are the result
of eternal
laws of life and love expressing themselves thro h each individual. It is like
bathing t h x u m a n organism in aliving
stream of life force, and, if this is faithfull performed, the results will far excee8our expectations. Each cell of the
body will experience a greater constructiveactivity;eachorgan
of the body
will performitsdutieswith
an everincreasing power, thuspermittingthe
possibility of manifesting the activities
of the soul. We mustalwaysbearin
mind that thebody is the statue,molded
and cut by the soul with the chisel of
our thoughts, the life force of the universe supplying both the material and
theenergywhichthesoul-personality
needs to perform its work.
The harmoniouscooperation of the
physical, mental, and emotional activities is an absolutenecessity;yet
the
vitallife force is most important because without it, thought, and even the
soul itself, is powerless. The more we
are aware of the Cosmic life force dur-

B

ingthe conscious stimulation of the
body, the better the process of reconstruction and rejuvenationwill proceed.
A vigorous, harmonious, and beautiful
body, aroperchannelfortheexpression of tge soul, will ultimately be the
result. In this way the limits between
death and birth will be moved further
apart. Health and longevity will be increased andthe
preservation of o w
physical, mental and emotional powers
increased in strength and activity, giving us the sensation and appearance of
youth and beauty to the very end of
our days.
Death, the last enemy of the human
race, will be destroyed and man will be
lifted into higher spheres of activity by
merely raising the vibrationof his body
to the plane of his next life-expression.
The transition will take place without
the loss of consciousness andwithout
any apparent interruption in the course
of life, and will be as natural asthe
stepping from oneroom to another. We
will then be invisible to those whom we
have left because their lower rate of vibration will render it impossible for
them to see us anylonger. Life and
being areeternal,immaterial,and
do
not die. It isonlythe
expression or
manifestation of life that is subject to
change. Time and space exist only in
the material world; they are man-made
mentalconditions. In the infinite, the
unlimited, there is only a state of being
-a consciousness of being. Thesting
of death will be removed and the uninterrupted eternal life, now only a hope,
will become a radiant reality.
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An invitation to their third annual assembly, to be held on October18and
19, is
extended by the Denver Chapterto all members of AMORC who are able to attend.
Registration will begin on Friday, at10 a.m., October 18. An educational as well
as social program is planned. There will be music, motion pictures, experiments, discussions,and lectures. The closing event, Saturday evening, will be a banquetand
entertainment, to whichfamilies and friends may alsobe invited. For further information write to: Miss Leslie Neely, Sec., 1375 Lincoln, Apt. 2.

Temple Echoes

By PLATONICUS,
F.R. C.

always refreshing and
stimulating to leave one’s
own countryandtoattainthe
perspective offered by national customs
and ideas different from
those to which one is accustomed. Much of Canada is very similar to the
United States, butFrench Canada in
the east offers some interesting contrasts.
Montreal is a beautiful modern city,
the lar est in the Dominion. Situated
on the kt. Lawrence River, it has access
to the Atlantic and is a thriving commercialcenter. Culturally it is bi-lingual, that is, two languages are spoken
and one is informed that nearly seventy-five per cent of the population is
“French- Canadian,” or French - speaking. The otherlanguage is, of course,
English. In some sections of Montreal,
there is spoken practically no English.
To a visiting American, sensitive to
the relationship between Church and
State, there is a n immediate impression
gained of the vast temporal power of
the Church, s ecificall the Roman
Catholic Churci. The 6Lurch playsa
very prominent role in education and
all cultural life, and behind the scenes
in politics and economic affairs.
Instead of the American concept of
universal free public education, free
from the dominance of any ecclesiastical body, in Montreal one finds a multifaceted educational “system.’’ Parents
elect whether to send their children to
T IS

a Catholic, Protestant, or Jewish school,
all of which exist asseparateinstitutions and with great duplication of effortand expense. Furthermore, they
militateagainsta true cultural unity,
in theopinion of this observer. In many
aspects of its culture, Montreal suggests
Europe more than America, andthe
power of the Church takes one’s mind
back to the history of medieval France
and the struggles of the Huguenots for
religious and personal freedom.
I am happy to report that the Rosicrucian Order, AMORC, is going forward encouragin ly in Montreal-and
throughout Canafa, in fact. A splendid
group of persons forms the Mount Royal Chapter ofAMORC,
which meets
twice monthly in the Windsor Hotel.
Frater Frank Peck and his charming,
intelligent wife worked veryhardin
establishing the Chaptermore than a
year ago, and the Master’s responsibilit y has descended uponthe
capable
shoulders of Frater Charles Capier, who
is also ably assisted by hisfine wife.
Trustees Ellis, Nickerson, and Le Garde,
along with all theofficers and members,
are helping the Chapter in its growth.
We hope that all AMORC members
in the greater Montreal area will support the Chapter by attendance at its
convocations andby active affiliation
with it.
Our recent public lecture in Montreal
was very well attended; in fact, a capacity audience overflowed the York
Room of the Windsor Hotel. We hope
to present further lectures inthefur 349 1

ture, if the programs of the AMORC
national lecturers can be arranged for
this purpose.
Like all life, Montreal is a fascinating study in contrasts. The old hangs
on grimly, while the new struggles to
be born, to findadequate expression,
The spirit and purpose of the Rosicrucians places them in the forward ranks
of progressive, liberating forces battlin
for thefreedom of the human mind an
soul. Out of thistempering,refining
crucible of experience comes the sweetness and spirituality of true culture.
All the cities of North America are now
in thefires of transition, or change. Out
of this fiery test, we believe, Montreal
has thepromise of emerging in theNew
Age as a focal point of advancing Western civilization.

lic meetings. Watch
for
announcements in your local newspapers, and
do your part!
The personal services of a Rosicrucian
counselor are available to members and
thepublic on Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday from2 to 5 p.m. and Friday
from 7:30 to 10 p.m. in the offices of
the New York City Lodge of AMORC,
250 West 57th St., Suite 814, New York
City, 19. You may telephone CIrcle
6-0736 for an appointment, or simply
present yourself during office hours and
you will be assisted in every way possible.
Hermes Lodge isnowthe
largest
subordinate body of AMORC, but we
of New York and other Eastern cities
are hot on the heels of you “Hermites”
of Los Angeles! Hard work is suggested
for you in the coming months, lest we
* * *
For many pleasing months this col- of the East forge far ahead in quantity
umn has emanated from Hermes Lod e and quality of *activity!
* *
of L o s Angeles, sunny Southern CabATTENTION ALL ROSE - CROIX
fornia. Our mission is now transferred
At one of
to the East, and we are back in old and UNIVERSITYALUMNI!
friendly hauntsof New York City. Rosi- the regular alumni meetings held durcrucian free public assemblies are being ing the 1946 session of the RCU it was
conducted every Tuesday evening in decided to publish during the coming
year an alumni bulletin, to be known
the spacious Pythian auditorium,135
West 70th St., New York City. More as The Echo of RCU. Your Alumni
than one thousand persons attend each Editorial Board is now ready to receive
your contributions for this publication.
week. On Thursday evenings, inthe
The following suggestions are given
same building, we are conducting a private class session in the fundamentals for the preparation of your copy: Write
of Rosicrucian philosophy and its mys- not more than 200 words (and less if
tical technique. This class is organized possible) on some phase of Rose-Croix
especially for new members coming into University life that has benefited you
the Order at this time as a result of our personally, or write on some knowledge
public meetings and propaganda, and is that has served you well at home during
an additional inducement for AMORC the remainder of the year, or some sugmembership.
gestion you would like to offer for the
On Sunday evenings our lecture improvement of the University. Perschedule carries the message and funda- hapsyou can visualize agreaterrole
even aprogram
of
mental doctrines of the Order to New- forthealumni,
ark, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washing- alumni aid that would assist in creating
ton, D.C., and Boston. It is hoped that new facilities, laboratories, and buildLodges and Chapters in all these cities ings for students and research workers.
will receive additional stimulation and
As an alumnus looking back on the
membership growth as a result of these experience of attending the RCU, what
occasional public meetings. There is was its unique contribution to our life?
manifestly agreat hunger throughout What personal message woul you like
The
the East (and evervwhere else. for that to extend to other alumni through the
- .”
~~~~~~~~i~~matter) for the spiAtua1 and philosophi- medium of The Echo of RCU? These
cal sustenance which AMORC is so well suggestions for the preparation of our
constituted to give. All members can literary contribution are not bingng,
ocfober
help the Organization by directing and you are entirely free to write as
1946
friends and acquaintances
to these pub- you wish, but remember to be brief.
r 3850 1
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We hope to hear from every son and
daughter of the RCU no later than January 1, 1947. Address yourletter to:
Editorial Committee, Rose-Croix University Alumni, 250 West 57th Street,
Suite 814, New York City 19, New
York. Let us hear from you as soon as
possible, and not later than January! If
our plans are successful, and we expect
them to be, you will receive your copy
as an alumnus or alumna next February., By the sacredobligation of the
lowly cowbell, Fellow-alumni, do not
fail your trust!

*

*

*

Ayoung frater of New York City
who wishes to be known esoterically as
Frater Theodore
Masterson
submits
these meditations on Cosmic love:
“Love is the highest energy, the SUpreme vibration, the very essence of all
being. God is all being: all being is the
manifestation of vibrating Cosmic love.
All that existsisintegrated
into one
essence, one harmoniousunity.Every
individual thing or seemingly isolated
particular is but an aspect or a manifestation, necessarily limited in nature,
of the essence of God.
“Beyond God is the Unmanifested
Absolute, the Godhead. This is abstract
Cosmiclove.God
is Love in actionLove manifesting in its positive polari. Love in action creates or manifests
e objective and the-to us-subjective universe. Love in its negative polarity absorbs that which was formerly
manifested. The univers! undergoes
two states or conditions 1n harmony
withthesefluctuations in thepolarity
of Cosmic love.

2

to alignsuccessfully the three centers
into one Triad of Cosmic power, so that
Love may manifest in more and more
positive forms!”

*

*

*

The United States of America faces
acrueldilemma
in thisnewera
of
atomic power and weapons. There seem
to be three recognized courses of action
open to us: (1) use the awful might of
the atomic bomb to conquer the world
now and establish an Anglo-American
hegemony over the entireearth; (2)
submit the atomic bomb and all other
newlethalarmamentstoan
effective
international control in the interests of
peace by some world commission or organization;or (3) letmatters d r i f t as
they are now drifting, along the inevitableroad to war and future terrible
destruction.
The first alternative is not a feasible
one at present because of the establishedprinciples and idealism of the
Anglo-American peoples. Publicopinion would hardly supporta
war of
world aggression and conquest at this
time,even if arguedonthe
basis of
ultimate self-defense. Thereisgreat
war-weariness; the public issick of war,
and longs to return fully to the waysof
peace. There is a false sense of security
in the possession of the atom bomb, and
a willingness to let things drift into a
hazy future.
Unhappily, the second alternative is
almost daily becoming less feasible. The
rupture between East and West, the
bifurcation of the world into the RUSsianandthe
AngbAmerican spheres
is too far advanced to Demit of effec-

bleakness of the third alternative, which between now and the holocaust all posisto drift along thepresentroad
of sible spiritual progress should be made!
power-politics and military and diplo- Then, if we are obliterated materially,
matic jockeying for position, which for we need have no fear, forwe shall have
thousands of yearshashadonly
one built well for the intervalin the Cosmic
outcome-war. The atomic war, all sci- realm, and for the nextlife.
entists tellus, will be unique in its aweIf we are sparedfrom the fires of
some destructiveness. It will destroy destruction, then we shall be privileged
much of modern civilization, and per- to aid in the reconstruction of human
hapstwothirdsorevenmore
of the society along more truly spiritual and
present world-population.
cooperative lines. The old order is morWhat is the individual citizen to do? ally and spiritually bankrupt, and ultiHe is caughtin the vise of this frightful mately self-destructive. Those lifted into
dilemma, and the way out is hard
to spiritual awarenesswill be privilegedby
find. Some will drift off into thewilder- the Cosmic to rebuild and revitalize the
ness, hoping to find in a state of nature world.
somerelief
fromthedeath-dance
of
Therefore, my friends, we should not
moderncivilization;others,without
a fear. A calm, positive attitude of spirsupporting spiritualphilosophy, will un- itual optimism will hasten our developdoubtedlydestroy themselves in large ment in the years immediately ahead,
the crisis,
numberswhenthesituation
seems to andcarry uswellthrough
whatever may befall us. The chips are
them materially hopeless.
Forced right up against the wall
of down, as the saying goes, and we who
powers of the
thisimpendingadversity,thereis
no side withthespiritual
intelligent course save that of spiritual universe can neverlose, for our cause is
unfoldment, m stical philosophy and rooted in the timeless, the all-knowing,
all-loving and all-powerful.
higher persona{ culture. Inthetime

Have You a Preschool Child in Your Home?
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The most fundamentalandyetthe
most neglected field is thestudy of proper guidance
for theintellectual and emotional growth of the child under six years. The problem child
arriving at school age is the dread of every teacher, and schools in general are yet but
poorly
equipped to find the cause and applythe remedy, which even when known involves a prolonged and painstaking process.
While courts are pinning the blame for juvenile delinquency on the home, while psychiatrists are seeking and discovering causes for illnesses andadult personality-maladjustments in
the mind of infancy, what assistance is being given to the parent or guardian of the preschool
child?
Are you awarethatmany
behavior disorders, such as falsifying, stealing, and tantrums,
and even seeming organic disorders, such as bed-wetting andstuttering,may have a common
basicassociation for their cause? thattheymay be traced to failure of normal emotional development of the victim? It is said that one person in every one hundred is astutterer to
some degree and that perhaps no human being is entirely free from some personality maladjustment rooted in the days of his infancy. As much as it needs material fwd, a child needs
parental affection, the feeling of being wanted and of belonging-in other words, thesecurity
of harmonious home environment and consistent, united parental guidance.
From infancy, every child should be given the opportunity for a balanced threefold growth:
physical,emotional, and intellectual. A r e you as aguardian or parentprepared to give such
guidance to the child in your care? Are you able to identify yourself in its emotional life of
anger, fear, anxiety, and laughter,
which
are
the
natural
expressions of every child?
~ The ChildCulture
~
Institutei
offers to ~assistyou, with
~ an especially
~ prepared course,
~ inthe
understanding and training of your preschoolchild.
For detailed informationwrite to: The
Secretary of the Child Culture Institute, Rosicrucian Park,
San
Jose, California.
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Atoms and the Stars

By RODMAN
R. CLAYSON,
P. R. C.
Director, Rosicrucian Planetarium
today in a bewil- of his time was the fact that matter is
dered world, for we have madeup of invisibleparticlescalled
become the custodians of atoms and that the weight of an atom
atomic energy. Ever since of oneelement is differentfromthe
the first atom bomb was weight of an atom of another element.
dropped on the homeland For the f i s t time in the recorded hisof the dark-skinned race tory of man, atomsbecame scientifically
of peo le on the far side important.
of the SacificOcean a litIn 1913 Dr. Niels Bohr pointed out
that the structure of an atomcan be
tle over a year ago, all mankind have
This
thesolarsystem.
been stirredfromtheir
complacency. comparedto
Far-reaching good or bad ossibilities aroused considerable interesting specuare now indicated and higlly signifi- lation, and do not miss the point that
cant. There was a time when the prog- this was the opening wedge for scienu on
ress of science seemed safe and sureand tific researchandthepremise
while all problems had not been solved, which subsequent far-reaching devegpschoolboy
solutions were thought to be imminent. mentswerebuilt.Every
But now the thoughtof our world being knows that it was Copernicus who said
energized bytheinternal
power of that the sunis at the centerof our solar
atoms is just a little disconcerting
and system. At present we know that there
revolvingaround the
this is probably due to lack
a of common areninelanets
sun in or its. Bohr reasoned that “as
knowledge regardingtheotentialities
of nature and her forces. &cause of its above, so below’’ -the atoms could be a
possibleeffect upon our business, per- miniature solar system. But, how can a
sonal, and home environment,let us scientist know that an ‘atom has a sunlikenucleuswithplanetaryelectrons
consider this newly found thing which
man has unearthed. Why not roughly revolving around it m orbits, especial1
take a survey of this apparent enigma when they aretoo small tobe seen w itrl
the best of instruments, for a million or
called an atom?
In 1805 when John Dalton made his more atoms can be placed on a straight
one
inch
long
without
being
amazinpostulationsabout
atoms, the line
tranquiky of the thinking people was crowded! However, our scientists do
not molested in the least. It is far dif- know, for like their early predecessors
have
contemplative,
inquiring
ferent now, but in those days people they
were not concerned about atoms. They mindsandamongotherthingsthey
did not realize that the cornerstone was have found that it is possible to photoatom’s movements.
being laid for a development of earth- graphtheelusive
They are also wellaware of the treshalungimportanceonehundredand
fortyyearslater.
Dalton’s statement mendous contributions of astronomy to
and contribution to the scientific world the sciences of chemistry and physics.
c 353 1
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Astronomers have proclaimedthat stars
are suns and that all are emitting heat
and light‘ustas
does our own sun.
They say that the nearlyunmeasurable
internal heat of the sun is maintained
by a kind of continuous atom-splitting
energy.
In January of 1946, the moon was
reached by radar im ulses directed by
the U.S. Army, and&s proved that the
moon was 238,000 miles from the earth,
justasastronomershavecalculated
it
to be. The work of such scientific men
has a definitepart to playin this atomic
age in which we find ourselves.
Ancient Greek: Contemplations

vided. The belief was held by the other
that a state of subdivision would finally
be reached in which there would be a
primary,all-prevailingparticle.
They
gave thename atom tothisparticle.
Eventually, these scholarly minds reconciled these points by saying that the
problew of change and permanence
could be resolved if we refrained from
extremes and examined “reality” as a
whole. With this conception, it is understandable that the universe is made
up of particles of LLreality” that areindestructible,indeterminable,imperishable, andermanent.
Theseparticles
can be com ined, rearranged, separated,
and recombined into millions of varieties to form the various types of matter
that give us the colorfuluniverse in
which we live.
What is k n o w n as chance is only the
rearrangement of theseparticles, and
they are not atoms as thought by the
Greeks, but their component parts, now
knownas electrons. Some of our contem orarywritersare
convinced that
in J e nature study of the Greeks their
consideration of thestructure of the
universe was augmentedby observation
and contemplation of the starsand
planets. We are told that Pythagoras
taught that the world wasround and
that the sun was the center of the solar
s stem in which the earth was one of
planets This modern conception
was notaccepted
untilthe
time of
Copernicus hundreds of yearslater.
Could it be that these early thinkers
hadafar-sighted
vision of whatthe
future would bring and of the necessary
scientific channelswhichwereto
be
used?

E

It isinterestintonote
the remarks
of some of the eary Greek thinkers pertaining to the subject of atoms. From
Thales to E icurus the Greeks were concerned
the“realitf’and
“existence” of the universe m whichthey
felta basic patternanda
changeless
something which gave creation and existence to all things, according to certainfundamentals of lawand order.
Anaximanderdeclaredtherewas
an
undeterminedpermanentsubstance
in
the universefromwhich all elements
were composed. Anaximenes ex ounded
about a f i s t substance from w?
ichl all
thingshave
come. Hereclitus
stated
that all things are in motion and that
throu h constant change are becoming
sometting else. He observed that “existence” is a matter of either devolution
or evolution. FromPythagorascame
serious ideas on polarity with the odd
and evenrelationship
of matterin
mathematical proportion. The doctrine
of Parmenidestaught thatall which
exists had existed previously and shall
Far Visions
continue to exist eternally through the
In his Republic VII, Plato has Socraduality of nature’s contraries.
tes say, “Shall we make astronomy the
main study? You - Glaucon - are so
Laterhaving been schooled inthe
theories just mentioned Democritus was afraid that the public will accuse you
in an excellent position to come forth of recommending unprofitable studies.”
with his atomic postulations. He stated
I n hismystical vision AliHassam,
that all matter exists through the vari- theson-in-law
of Mohammed,must
ous combinations of atoms andthat
have glimpsed a preview of the twenatoms are not overned by an external tiethcenturywhenhe
wrote“Split
The
power but rat er by having a power whatsoeveratom you will and inits
Rosicrucian I inherent within themselves.
heart youwillfindasun.”
Digest
The alchemists did much to develo
I n those days there were two schools
October
of thought. It washeldbyone
that chemistry and physical science an
1946
matter could be continuously subdi- what we know of today as atomic ener-
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ymust
be the realization of their
seams, for they asserted there was a
universal solvent and also thatthe
transmutation of the elements was not
to be takenlightly.
The alchemists
sought erfection for men’s souls, and
they beyieved that this perfection was
equally applicable to metals; that is,
imperfections could be removed from
metals of lower order and transmutations made into gold or perhaps some
granderand morebeautifulmetal.
If
extractions of aconcentrated essence
could be made from gold or other matter,this essence would have Divine
Power to accom lish many thin s By
applying it to a %ase substance, t t e latter could be raised to a higher degree
of perfection. This essence could also
be ap lied to the human body to make
it a i t habitationfor the soul. They
called the former goal the philosopher’s
stone and the latter, the elixir o life.
The “highest alchemy is the evo ution
of a Divine and immortal being out of
a highly mortal semi-animal mind.”
What alchemists sought, ph
and chemists of today have ac eved,
for they have succeeded in transmuting
the elements and have been able to discover the basic essence underlying all
matter.The
alchemists called it the

which in turn makes life on earth possible. The billions of stars in our celestial sphere, which is the great dome of
the heavens, shine because they create
and utilize atomic energy. This is true
of theentire Cosmos. The stars feed
upon their own substance, but this does
not mean that theuniverse of matter is
going out of existence. The radiation
given off from the stars remains in the
Cosmos to be eventually changed back
into matter.
In a distant star, according to scientists, an atom may be converted into
energy, and for hundreds of thousands
of ears it may travel through space as
ra2ation and then arrive on earth as a
Cosmic ray which may be transformed
into a particle, and this article in turn
may become a part of t e substance of
theearth.Inwhatwecallour
sky,
every star is giving of itself to illuminate the universe and in so doing radiates part of its mass which becomes a
part of other stars which are carrying
on the same process. In theuniverse as
a whole, each star lives again andagain.
The Power That Creates
Atomic energy is not new. All that
exists had its origin in anatomic source
and the fact of the matter is that the
earth has never used anything else but
atomicenergy. It has, however, been
used indirectly. Now we are learning
how to take it directly from the source
at the heart of atoms-from their sunlike nucleus.
In the energy processes carried on in
the sun, our astronomers firmly believe
that hydrogen is the fuel. Hydrogen is
the lightest and simplest of all the elements. Its atom consists of aproton
havinga positive, electrically charged
nucleus around which revolves a single
planetary electron carrying a charge of
negative electricity. In the suna cyclic
process of several steps is repeated over
and over again continually. T h i s is
called the carbon cycle. The process
starts with four atoms of hydro en and
an atom of carbon coming toget er and
resulting inthe
emission of energy
which causes these atoms to be transmuted into nitrogen, into carbon, into
oxygen, andtheninto
helium. The
helium finally becomes carbon. In the
process, Dr.Hans
Bethe states that

K
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electrons, rotons, and neutrons, for
these are &e building blocksof all of
the ninety-two kinds of matter which
are composed of nothing more or less
than energy. The constitution of atoms
can be added to or taken from in the
form of energy through waves of electrons. Perhaps this is the philosopher’s
stone, and if it is, man should be able
to achieve almost all of his material
desires.
The Orlgln of Energy

E

Once scientists had found the attern
of an atom in the heavens, it ecame
necessary to seek, again in stellarregions, for the answeras to its origin.
Through several means, which included
the astronomer’s telescope and spectroscope, observations weremade of the
actions and reactions of the sun. Among
other things it was found that the sunis
heated and lighted by atomic energy
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I l l 4 0 of thetotalenergy
of theh drogen is set free. T h i s energy wor s
its way to the sun’s surface and shines
out as heat and light.
The cycle is completed and starts
over. The ste from nitrogen to oxygen
requires possl%ly millions of years for
one atom, but there isso much material
in the sun that this process occurs continually.With hydrogen used as the
“fuel,” helium isproduced as the “ash.”
It is unlikely that manwill ever be able
to reproduce this process on earth, forit
takes place only under the effects of a
high temperature of millions of degrees,
and of enormous pressures that prevail
insidethestar-sunswhereconditions
are ri ht for solar-atomic chain action.
Wizout adoubtatomicenergy
on
earthwillcontinue
to be dependent
upon the process of fission where a neutron,which is anonchargedelectron,
is firedintothenucleus
of atoms of
Uraniumorsimilarheavy
elements.
Electrons revolve in their orbits around
the nucleus of their atoms at speeds between 1,400 and 90,000 miles per second, and the movement of atoms is constant in eve bit of physicalmatter
that one can&
of. Even though not
obvious, all thingsconsist of this energy
andthe impulses of vibration.Heat
from a split atom reaches several million de ees whiletheenergyreleased
is equayto 200 millionelectron volts.
In the atomic bomb, only l/lOOO of the
total energy was set free.

i

Thought8 Fer the Future

As man builds on the sands of time
he gains experience. It may be that the
knowledge gatheredfor two thousand
years from, and even before, the Greek
philosophers hascreatedanew
world
for mankind. Now more than ever be-

fore does man need vision and foresight.
Perha s he will become conscious of
just wKat “reality” is.
Mayall sects andnations observe
theresult of the unselfish, combined,
intelligentresearchandendeavor
of
men and of scientists from many religious nationalities to promote the
significant development of earthly atomic
energy,for it 1s areassuring roofof
lasting virtues of collective an$ democratic
methods
for
solving
complex
roblems for a common cause. May the
gevelopment of this energy be constructively used for the advancement of all
men.
Modern knowledge is a far cr from
early times when man thou ht %at all
the earthwas the centerof t i e universe
and all other heavenly
bodies were mere
attendants. We now know thatthe
earth is but a grain
of sand upon the
beach of time. Nowwe endeavorto
com rehend a Cosmos where the overwhel)rmng vastness of our solar system
is but one of billions of such systems.
Perhaps there are other star-sunsin the
center of solarsystems -systems of
lanetswhirlingaroundtheir
suns.
gerha s the men who gaze at the stars
will te!l us more about the model atoms
in the sky as having their infinitesimal
counterparts in earthly matter.
Man, lift up your eyes tothe heavens
fornewinsight.
Raise yourideals so
that you may be a worthy carrierof the
energyfromthe
stars. Think!The
most powerful of allnature’s forces,
atomic energy, is-like its originatorinvisiblymanifestingthroughdefinite
laws of the universe.
Perceive the vision of KingDavid
who said, “The heaven’s declaredthe
glory of God, for His handiwork is seen
in the firmament.”

TOTHOSE OF SWEDISHDESCENT
Would you like to help the GrandLodge
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of Sweden to have its o w n property in

Stockholm? If you are an AMORC member of Swedish descent, perhaps you would
takepride

in assisting the GrandLodge

in Sweden. How youmay

do this will be

explained by addressing a letter, and asking for further information, to: The Supreme
Secretary, RosicrucianPark,San

Jose, California.

ARC DETRIOMPHE

A structure dedicated to the glory of military triumph and patterned after those of the ancient Romans, this triumphal
arch in Pans has looked down upon columns of victorious French troops, and those of their defiant conquerors alike, who
have marched beneath it. Built according to the design of Chalgrin in 1805. it more aptly depicts the achievements of
man’s creative genius. It is remarkable for its architectural proportions and the grandeur of its sculpture. ,Beneath the
arch lies the tomb of the Unknown Soldier, over which there burns each night the Flamme du Souvenir.
(AMORC Photo)

What lies behind the veil? What will the morrow bring forth? Men have brought burnt
offerings to thegods, shared their worldly possessions,traversed mountains and plains
t o visit oracles, all in the hope of having revealed t o them the unknown future, little
realizing that it rested unshapen in their own hands. The minds of men have labored
for ages with various devicesand methods tofashion a keyt h a t would unlock the door
that conceals the moment just beyond the present.
From antiquity the strangest
of the systems attempting a revelation
of the future has
been numerology. Is it but a shallow superstition of the ages, or does it provide the
means, sought since time immemorial, fora secret insight into the future?

The Ancient System

of Numerology

The Reader's Research Academy presents a series of enlightening discourses on the
subject of numerology. It is an expos6 of the manyfalse systems which have suppressed
the truth about this
fascinating topic. It goes back to themystical meaning and divine
virtue of numbers which formed the important part of the philosophy of Pythagoras. It discloses the trickery in the NAME
NUMBER systems sold generally in book form. Two of these
especially prepared manuscripts will be sent for the nominal sum
of 50 cents monthly.You may subscribe for but one month, or as
many months as you desire. The discourses are easily understood
and they will prove interesting and entertainingto you. Just send
your remittance and request to the address below.
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Member of
"FUWSI"
(Federation Universelles des
etOrdres
Societes
Initiatiques)

in America-and- all otherlandsconstitu~esthe o n l y ~ f o l i noi Rosicrucian
activities united in one body for a representation in the international federationThe
AMORC doesnotsellitsteachings
It givesthemfreelyto
alTiliated members together 'with many other benkflts. For complete information about the beneflts and advantages
of Rosicrucian association write
alettertotheaddressbelowandaskforthefreebookTheMastery
of
S. P. C.: in care of
Life.AddressScribe
AMOBC TEMPLE
BoaicrucianPark,SanJose,California.
U. S. A.
(CableAddress:
"AMOBCO")

---

SupremeExecutive for the North and
South AmerloanJurisdiction
Balph M. Lewie. F. B. C.
Imperator

'I

DIRECTORY

PBINCIPAL AMEBICANBBANCHES
O F T H E A.
M.
0. B. C.
The following are the rincipal chartered Rosicrucian Lodges and Chapters in the United States, its territories and possessions. %he names and addresses
of other American Branches
will be given upon written
request.
ABIZONA
Tucson:
Lillian
Tucson
Chapter
136 S 6th Ave Mrs
1028
Tomlin,Master:' Mrs. LucilleNewton,Sec.,
Frl,, 8 D. m.
N. 3rd Ave. Session1stand3rd
A V ~
.IY
eles.0
Iermeskodge 148 NGramercPlace,
Te!. Giadstone 1230 bou las Stockafi Master
Rose
Buonocore 'Sec Lfbraopen2'p.
m. to i0 p.m.
daily.Seisions'every
Z n . . 3 P. m.
Oakland:.
OaklandLodge
610-16th StTelHIate
6996.
C.V.
Jackson'Master.Mrs.*Mary'
M. EoleSec
p. m Library Room
Sessions 1st a i d 3rdSbn3
406 open Mon through"Fri
7.30 to9
p. m.;
Moh Wed a i d Fri. afterno'dn. i to 9:N.
sacriimentdl
Clement B.LeBrunChaterOddFellows'
Bldg.
9th and KStJoseh
kovell,Master;
Mrs:
Gladys M. Ciosby. Eec. Sesslons2ndand4th
Thurs.. 8 p.m.
San Diego:
SanDiegoChapterSunsetHall
3911 KansasSt
FrancesR.Six,Master,
2909 Lincoln Ave.. Tell
W-0378. Mrs
Hazel
Pearl
Smlth
Sec.. Tel.
F-8436.' Sessions
1st
Wed.
and
ind
and
4th
Thursdays, 8 p. m.

%.

"_

-snn -rrranri*rn
.?.
"

"

Francis Bacon Lod e, 1967 Chestnut St., Tel. TU6340. Irvin H. Cohf Master,Tel. OV-6991; VincentMatkovich.Jr..
Sec.. Tel. HE-6683. Sessions
for all members every
Mon., 8-p. m-.-for-review
classes phone Secretary.
COIpRADO
Denver:
DenverChater
609-17th St.,Room
302. Mrs.
MinnieE.heit'on.Master:MissLeslie
Nee1
Set., 1376 Lincoln,Apt.
2. Sessionsevery
FrE:
3 P. m.
DISTBICT OF COLUMBIA
WashingtonDC
ThomasJefferion'Chapter.
1322 Vermont Ave.
Master.
Mrs
Jadwi
a
Chrystel F Anderson
Gluchowska: Sec., 1673 'Park Rd.: N. W . , Apt.
Sessions every F A , 8 p. m.
FLOBIDA
Miami:
MiamiChapterBiscayneTemple
120 NW16th
Ave L. F HoilingsworthMastei.Mrs'Fldrence
McdulloughSec
2015 S.'W.23rd'Ave.' Sessions
every Sundtiy.
. 8.b.
. m.
ILLINOIS

&.

Chicago:.

NefertitiLodge
116 8 Michl an AvenueL.
F.
Wiegand Mast&* Miss' Ruth #eeter Sec. Library
1 to'6pmand7.80'to
10 pm.:
opendally
Sun. 2 to SO p. m. b n l i . ROO& 408-9-10. ' Sessions for all members every
Tues... 8 D.
- m.
INDIANA
South Bend:
SouthBendChapter
207% S MainStHarold
H HosfordMaster.'SteveBeha
Sec iil Dinan
Cdurt.Seshons ev&y Sunday, f p.

m.

Indianapolis:
IndianaolisChapter,
603 MerchantsBankBldg.
chardsMaster.MrsLEWells
Sec
DH.
Sun., 8'p.
2841 Ruckle.S&sions2bdanh4th
LOUISIANA
New Orleans:
NewOrleansChapter
403 IndustriesBldgBox
689 Jones K Kneece'Master.MissEmi1y"Frey.
Sei. Sessions' 2nd and 4th Fri:, 8 p. m.
MABYLAND
Baltimore:
John O'Donnell
Chapter,
100 W. Saratoga
St.
John
E
Jost
Master.
Mrs.
Alice
R.
Burford.
3rd
Sec.. T i l . Arbutus lli. Sessions 1st and
Wed., 8:16 D. m.

8i

m:

Boston:.
JohannesKelpiusLodge
739 Bo lstonStEarl
R.Hamilton,Master:
Mrs. Cecifine L. Birrow
Sec.. 107 Townsend
St.,
Roxbury
19. Sessionsi
every Sun. and We!d., 7:30 p. m.
MICHIGAN
Detroit :*
Nes Lodae. 616 W. Hancock Ave. Miss Rosalie
E. Willis.Mathew
G Tyler
1854. Seksions
every
Tues.:
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis:
Mrs. Alfred
Essene
Cha
ter
Andrews
Hotel
Heifferon&ste'rsMrsJessieMatsonSec
1310
44th Ave.: N. Sessions '2nd and 4th Sin., 3'b. m.
MISSOUBI
st. Louis:.
Mrs.
Italine
Thutmose
Lodge
3008 S Grand
Merrick, Master, Tel: RO-6161: Miss Myrna Gardner. Sec., 6216 E n n g h t . Sessions
every
Tues.,
8 p.m.
NEW JERSEY
Newark:
H.
Spencer
Lewis
Chapter
29 James
Street
Morris J Weeks
Master.
Rebecca
C. Barrett:
Sec.. 206 'N. 19th 'St., E.drange.Sessionsevery
Mon., 8:30 p. m.
NEW YORK
Buffalo :
Bulla10
Chapter
226 Delaware Ave.,
Room
9
Mrs Eleanor K'RednerMaster.MrsHelen
C'
Palizewski, S e i , SO Chirles St. ' Sessionsever;
Wed 7.30
New'kdrk &t:/*
New
York
City
Lod
e
260 W
67th
St
Ruth
Farran, Master: Ethef
Goldenbe'rg,Sec., Ell Elm
J Sessions
every
Wed.,
Ave
Ridgefleld
N
8.ld'
m. Libiary'opkn
week
days
and
Sun.,
l ' t o P'p. m.
Booker T. WashinonChapter
69 W 126 St.,
$ampbell,
Mister:
Frederick
Room 63. J. B.
Ford. Sec.. 1382 Crotona Ave.. Bronx.Sessiona

(Directory Continued on Next Page)

aum
Akron :
"
"

AkronChapter Ma ower HotelClaon
Franks
Master
Tel.
hI-&l: Mrs. &nevi%
Hand
Sec., +el. WA-6447 (evenings).
Sessions
every
other Sun.. 7:80 n. m.
-CinciMati:'
Cincinnati
Chapter
204 HazenBldg.,9thand
KistnerMaster
8846 Davis
Main StHoward
Ave.: Ithldred M. Eichler, Sec. Seisionsevery
Friday 7:SO p. m.
Clevels'nd:
ClevelandChapter
2040 E 100th StWalterW
1 h 2 H a b a r dA v L ; Mrs. Ger:
Hirsch,Master,
evew
Tues.,
trude A. Rivnak, Sec. Sessions
8 % p. m.
Dayton:
Elbert Hubbard Cha ter 66 E4th St MrsWava
&rs: KatherineMcPeck, Sec.
W.StultzMaster.
Sessions $very Wid..
8 p.m.
Toledo :
Michael FaradayChapter 1420 MonroeStA
H
Menne,Master:Hubert
Nodine. Sec.: 23i06
N. Erie St. Sessions everyThurs., 8:30 p.m.
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma cit *
Amenhote C k ter Odd
Fellows'
Hall
6% S
Walker. b a r d
BrosamMasterTel'
9-1610:
Mae Kutch Sec Tel. 8-5021. S$ssion's ever;
Sunday evehing, ?:30 p. m.
OREGON
"

~~~

i

'A.

b.

8.

sen
Sec
Box
6424 Point
Breeze
Sta.
Sessions
eveiy Suh 7:30 ,m. Temple and Library open
rl., 2 to 4 p. m.
every Tu& and
Pittsburgh:*
The First Penns lvania Lodge
615 West Diamond
J D
&reen
Maste;. Marguerite
MarSt
Dr
qtiette, 'Sed. Meetings' Wed. a i d Sun., 8 p. m.
TEXAS
Fort Worth:
FortWorthChapter
612 W4thStMrsLouise
Johnston Master. Gkorgia 6 Appei, Sec.,. sa01 E.
1st St. Sbssions dvery Fri., 8 p. m.
Houston :
HoustonChapter
606 MilamBld
cik
Master
M&. Winnie
H
Yoikshire St'. Sessions every dun., 7:dO p.m.

hv?~PSh~,v8~

UTAH
Salt Lake City:
420 Ness Bldg. Philo T.
Salt Lake City Chapter,
Beth
Leonard,
Sec., 119
Farnsworth, gaster:
essions Wed.,
eve
8.30
Beryl Ave
10 a.m: to Fp.::
Library open daily except %n.,
WASHINGTON
Sasttle
..
-. !*
. ."

Michael Maier Lodge, 1322 E. Pine St. David H.
Christoe,Master:Mar~orie
B. Umbenhour Sec
Tel
PR-6943
Sessions
eve
Yon., 8
Lib'raryopen' Mon. throughTat., 1 to 4 p. m.

'p. m:

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee:
KarnakChapter
3431 WLisbon
Ave.. Room 8.
AmandaMetzdok,Mast&;Wilfred
E. Bloedow,
SeC. Sessionsevery Mon.. 8:16 p.m.

PrincipalCanadianBranches

The addresses of other foreign Grand Lodges
be givenuponrequest.

and Foreign Jurisdictions

or the names and addresses

of their representatives, will

EGYPT
AUSTRALIA
~.
~-8. W.:
SydneyN
Ceiro:
Sydney' Clhter.Mrs.DoraEnglish,Secretary,
J.
CairoInformationBureaudelaRoseCrolx.
660 Paciflc gighway, Chatswood.
Saorta
Sec., 27 RueSalimonPacha.
He?fopollk :
MelbourneVictoria.
The
Grand
Orient
of AMORC House of the
Melbourne'Chater ' 26 Russell St Fred WhiteTemleMARamayvelim
F.
C., Grand Sec..
wayMaster.8liv;Orpah
Cox, Sec., 179 Rathc/o &r: Le&.'M) Rue Stefaho.
min& Road, Hawthorn, EE3, Vic.. Aust.
ENGLAND
CANADA
The AMORC Grand Lodge of Great Britain RayMontreal P Q
mundAndrea
F RCGrandMaster,
3d BaysMountRbyaldhapter.HotelWindsorRm
129
6.
water Ave., d'eslbub $ark, Bristol
'M. +yles:
FrankLyonsPeckMaster.Shirley
FRANCE
Sec.. 410-1263 McGili College hve.
Mlle JeanneGuesdonSecretary
66 Rue GamToronto Ontario.
& Oise).
betti. Villeneuve S a i d Georges(Seine
Toronto'Chapter '39 DavenportRoad.R.Wilson
HOLLAND
JAse hBenson.
Sec., 788 WindeFox,Master:
Amsterdam:
and
3rd
mere Ave.,
ToronPo
9. Sessions 1st
DeRozekruisers Orde. Groot-LodgederNederThurs., 7:46 p. m.
landen. J. COOPS,Gr. Sec.. Hunzestraat 141.
DmXICO
VancouverBritishColumbia.*
Quetzalcoatl Lodge Calle de Colombia
24 Mexico
CanadianbrandLodge
878 'Hornby St., H. W.
y
EmilioMartinez GiemesMaster,Juanuilar
Richardson, Master: Mibs Mar aret Chamberlain
Romero Sec.,
Av.
Vickoria Nd.
109,
$1.
InSec., 817 NelsonSt..Tel. PA-&8. Sessions e v e 6
dustrial: Mexico. D. F., Mexico.
Mon. through Fri. Lodge
open-7:30 p.m.
POLAND
VictoriaBritishColumbia**
Polish Grand Lodge of AMORC, Warsaw, Poland.
726 Couriney
St
Cecil Jones
Victoria'
Lodge
SOUTH AMERICA
Master:MissdorothyBurrows,Sec.,
1728 Davd
BuenosAlresArKentina.
Street.
BuenosAireiChapterCasilla
Correo No 3763
WihdsorOntario.
Sr. Manuel Monteagudb. Master: Sr. C. Blanchet:
Windsor'Chapter' 808 MarionAvenue
S L. G.
SecCalleCamarones
4667 SessionseverySat.,
Potter
Master
he1
4-9497. Mrs
St'ella'
~ u c y
6 p:'m. and every Wed., 9
m.
Sec., +el. 4-4634. Sessions e;ery Wed., 8:16 p. m:
SOUTH AFRICA
Johannesburg, Transvaal:
Winnipe
Manitoba.
Johannesburg Chapter. 10th Floor Ansteys Bldp,
Charles h n a Dean bhapter 122a Phoenix Block,
F. E. Gray,Master:
E. E.Laureht,Sec.,
P.
0.
Mrs
Dorothy
M Wang ' Master.
Ronald
S
Box 9346.
Scaith Sec.. 166 LyleSt ' StJam&,Manitoba:
SWEDEN
Sessiohs every Wed., 7:46'p. m.
GrandLodge"Rosmkorset
"
AntonSvanlund:
DENMARK AND NORWAY
F RCGrandMasterVastergatan
66 Malmo
Copenha en
I& 'AkiSSOn, Grand Lbdge Sec., Slottagatan
18
The AM8RC Grand Lodge of Denmark and NorMalmo.
way.
Arthur
Sundstrup,
Grand
Master:
Carli
SWITZERLAND
Andersen. S.R.C., Grand Sec., Manogade 13,
AMORC Grand
Lodge
21 Are
Dapples
LauStrand.
sanna'Dr EdBertholLt
F R.CGrandMaster
DUTCH EAST INDIES
11 Aienub
Gineral
Guissn
Lahsanne.
Pierr;
Dr. W. Th vanStokkumGrandMaster.
GenillardGrand
Sec., 2Chemindes
hinges.
*(Initiations are perforked.)
Lausannel

R.

p.

-

Latin-American Division

Directin
California.

ArmandoFont De L a Jars, F. 11. C., DeputGrandMaster
uiries regarding this divisiontotheLatin-Americanhvision,RosicrucianPark,SanJose,

d

s. A.

JUNIOR ORDER OF TORCH BEARERS
Achildren'sorganizationsponsoredbythe
AMORC
F o r completeinformation,astoitsaimsandbene&,addressSecretaryGeneral,JuniorOrder,RosicrucianPark,SanJose.Callfornia.

HE following are but a few of the many books
the Rosicrucian Library, which are fascinating
d instructive to every reader For a complete
t and description of ail of the books, write for
EE CATALOG Send
orders
and request to
dress below
MBOLICPROPHECY OF THEGREAT
PYRAMID-ByH. Spencer Lewis, Ph. D.

he world's greatest mystery1
Who
built the Great
'yramid,why
it was built and the meaning of its
odeof measurements and its hlddenprophecies are
ill revealed in thls interesting book Illustrated Price,
)ostpaid, $2 25

MURIA-TheLost Continent
of the Pacific-By W. S. Cerve

'eneath the rolling restless seas lie themysteries of
mgotten civilizations Wherethe mighty Pacific now
011s in a majestic sweep, there was once a vastconlnentThe land was known as Lemuria, and its people
s Lemurians
If you are a lover of mystery, of the
nknown, this
book
will
fascinate you Price, postm d , $2 30

LF MASTERY AND FATE WITH THE CYCLES
OF LIFE-By H. Spencer Lewis, Ph. D.

heplan of your lifeThisbook
reveals how wemay
lkeadvantage of certainperiods for success,happiess health and pros erity I t paints
out
those
>erlodswhlch are favoragle or unfavorable for certain
ctivlties Fully illustrated with charts anddlagrams
'rlce, postpaid, $2 25

)SICRUCIANPRINCIPLES FOR HOMEAND
BUSINESS-ByH.
Spencer Lewis. Ph.D.

'his volume containssuch princi les of practical Rosiruclanteaching as are applicake tothesolution
of
,veryday problems of life in business and In the affalrs
I f the home
Hundreds of practlcal polnts Pnce, post,aid, $2 25

,ONGCIVILIZATIONSTRAIL

By Ralph M. Lewis, F. 1.C.

'read with a party of modern mystics over thecrum)ling mudbricks of once-miqhty Babylon. Relive a life
vith one of theparty
in the greatpalace of Nebuhadnezzar. Mental1 takeart
with the author in the
NITIATIONCEREMOLIES orthe Hermetic Brotherhoods
s f Europe Illustrated wlth originalphotographsPrlce,
iostpaid, $2 25

:NTALPOISONING

ByH. Spencer Lewis. Ph.D.

)a poisoned
thoughts
like mysterious rays
reach
hrough the ethereal realms to claim innocent hctims?
:an the thoughts of some enslave the minds of others?
lead this frankexposition
Price,postpaid, $1 25

.HOLDTHE SIGN-Ancient Symbols and
Their Mystic Meaning
By Ralph M. Lewis, F. R. C.

L
collection of important MYSTICAL and OCCULT
lYMBOLS used to perpetuateeternal truths Full
il
ustratedLearn
the meaning of crypticslgns used b;
ne avatarsandgreatteachers
for centuries Price.
iostpaid, $I 25

losicrucianSupplyBureau
-hMORCSAN JOSE,CALIFORNIA. W. S. A.

